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From cribbswh at gmail.com Wed Dec 1 09:21:23 2010
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh at gmail.com)
Date: Wed, 1 Dec 2010 08:21:23 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Newest obituary collections added - 12-1-2010
Message-ID: <AANLkTin37epBJyvgr2sG5hAX0Dts3DF+SL_Zr506oXBt@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
Here is the latest list of obituary and death notices collections that
have been added at GenealogyBuff.com.
All of the collections are absolutely free. If you use the
watermarked searchbox that has the name of the county
collection on the search button, you won't be clicking on a sponsor.
Note: the Canadian Obituary Collection search box was found to be
non-functional. This has been repaired and is now
working very nicely! http://www.genealogybuff.com/canada-bbs/webbbs_config.pl
Here's the list:
CALIFORNIA - San Mateo County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ca/sanmateo/webbbs_config.pl
CONNECTICUT - Litchfield County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ct/litchfield/webbbs_config.pl
DELAWARE - New Castle County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/de/newcastle/webbbs_config.pl
FLORIDA - Levy County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/fl/levy/webbbs_config.pl
GEORGIA - Tattnall County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ga/tattnall/webbbs_config.pl
KANSAS - Leavenworth County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ks/leavenworth/webbbs_config.pl
KENTUCKY - Muhlenberg County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ky/muhlenberg/webbbs_config.pl
MASSACHUSETTS - Essex County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ma/essex/webbbs_config.pl
NEW YORK - Allegany County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ny/allegany/webbbs_config.pl
OHIO - Licking County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/oh/licking/webbbs_config.pl
OHIO - Southern Ohio Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/oh/southern/webbbs_config.pl
PENNSYLVANIA - Pennsylvania Statewide Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/pa/state/webbbs_config.pl
PENNSYLVANIA - Jefferson County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/pa/jefferson/webbbs_config.pl
SOUTH CAROLINA - South Carolina Statewide Obituary Collection

http://www.genealogybuff.com/sc/state/webbbs_config.pl
TENNESSEE - Eastern Tennessee Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/tn/eastern/webbbs_config.pl
TENNESSEE - Loudon County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/tn/loudon/webbbs_config.pl
That's it for now!

Happy holiday season!

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

Bill
From nancy.richey at wku.edu Wed Dec 1 11:13:11 2010
From: nancy.richey at wku.edu (Richey, Nancy)
Date: Wed, 1 Dec 2010 10:13:11 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Extra Periodicals for postage
In-Reply-To: <mailman.23.1290358810.4215.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.23.1290358810.4215.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <DC250D9DFB2A5A48B10F7C1F1FE71C311FA84701@EMBXB.ad.wku.edu>
Hello,
I have the following genealogical periodical for South Central Kentucky area:
Traces available for postage costs.
2008 (complete, 4 issues)
2009 (#3 and #4)
2010 (#1 and #2).
Thank you,
Nancy Richey
From lwilcox at bcpl.org Wed Dec 1 12:03:30 2010
From: lwilcox at bcpl.org (Laurie Wilcox)
Date: Wed, 1 Dec 2010 12:03:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] magazines free to good home
Message-ID: <AANLkTi=mM6x+MTXnO8c1EybgWxK-ybY+o34btyyQ=Fum@mail.gmail.com>
The Boone County Public Library has duplicate genealogical and/or historical
periodicals to donate. Some may have BCPL library markings, while others
are donations we are passing on. Items requested will be mailed to you by
USPS media mail.

See attached excel file and contact me at lwilcox at bcpl.org if there is
something you would like.

Thank you

-Laurie Wilcox
Local History Associate
Boone County Public Library
1786 Burlington Pike

Burlington, KY 41005
lwilcox at bcpl.org
859-342-2665 ext: 8134
fax 859-689-0435
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101201/8e226323/
attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: duplicate ky mags to give away.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 11308 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101201/8e226323/
attachment.bin
From nancy.richey at wku.edu Wed Dec 1 12:26:53 2010
From: nancy.richey at wku.edu (Richey, Nancy)
Date: Wed, 1 Dec 2010 11:26:53 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 87, Issue 1
In-Reply-To: <mailman.49.1291223028.31012.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.49.1291223028.31012.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <DC250D9DFB2A5A48B10F7C1F1FE71C311FA84734@EMBXB.ad.wku.edu>
Periodicals are spoken for; thank you,
Nancy Richey
From demarestd at ecgrl.org Wed Dec 1 15:52:16 2010
From: demarestd at ecgrl.org (Dorothy Demarest)
Date: Wed, 1 Dec 2010 15:52:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Burke's Peerage Etc.
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTin37epBJyvgr2sG5hAX0Dts3DF+SL_Zr506oXBt@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTin37epBJyvgr2sG5hAX0Dts3DF+SL_Zr506oXBt@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <004801cb9199$a321b470$e9651d50$@org>
I would like a little input. Now that we've moved into our new library and
are unpacking boxes that have been in storage for years, Burke's Peerage,
Baronetage and Knightage from 1953, 1963 and 1975, Burke's Landed Gentry
1952, and Debrett's Peerage from 1953 have turned up. We have Burke's
Peerage from 1999 on the shelf. Do y'all keep the older ones? Is there any
reason to keep them or is there one or two in that lot I should keep?
Thanks,
Dottie Demarest
Genealogy & Local History
East Central Georgia Regional Library
823 Telfair Street
Augusta, GA 30901
706.826.1511

From sea.weed at hotmail.com Wed Dec 1 19:46:12 2010
From: sea.weed at hotmail.com (R Kemp)
Date: Wed, 1 Dec 2010 16:46:12 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy/local history reference librarian job
description
In-Reply-To:
<1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956D87@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
References: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956D87@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <SNT128-W29E5874DCF5D8D26AB3F7B85270@phx.gbl>
I would be interested to know what the requirements are. For example, I have an
MLIS, but my genealogy is all self-taught. The FHC has qualified me to teach at
least the beginner courses, but what official certification is needed for the
genealogy requirement?

From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Date: Mon, 29 Nov 2010 16:13:42 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy/local history reference librarian job description

Hello,
Would you please share your genealogy reference librarian job descriptions with me.
I will be retiring soon and would like to compile a job description for recruitment
purposes. This position requires the applicant to hold an MLS. Thanks very much.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101201/
b2a4456e/attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Dec 2 11:30:12 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 2 Dec 2010 11:30:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a Good Home -- Crimson Log Yearbook
Message-ID: <AANLkTim5K+Z5Sa6yGHmO+YCbp9H4s3EQ==828w8zVbXC@mail.gmail.com>
... from New Bedford (MA) High School, June 1947. Not in bad shape,
but binding looses and some autographs, also cover worn in spots, but
not in bad shape, really. :)

Mary M.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Dec 2 12:08:24 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 2 Dec 2010 12:08:24 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a Good Home -- Crimson Log Yearbook -- Taken
Message-ID: <AANLkTin5mDzocbGYpQ=Sx=PG78iD-tOpCiOkVp8c6cu3@mail.gmail.com>
It has found a home.

Yea!

On Thu, Dec 2, 2010 at 11:30 AM, Mary K. Mannix <mkmannix at gmail.com> wrote:
> ... from New Bedford (MA) High School, June 1947. ?Not in bad shape,
> but binding looses and some autographs, also cover worn in spots, but
> not in bad shape, really. :)
>
> Mary M.
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
>
From John.LaMont at spl.org Thu Dec 2 13:55:57 2010
From: John.LaMont at spl.org (John LaMont)
Date: Thu, 2 Dec 2010 10:55:57 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy collection budgets
In-Reply-To: <mailman.49.1291309224.14090.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.49.1291309224.14090.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ED2DDE1D3@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
Our department is discussing future budgeting for genealogy collection purchases,
and I'm interested to hear from others about their annual budget for printed and
electronic genealogy materials (ballpark is fine). We currently subscribe to
America's Genealogy Bank, Ancestry Library Edition, HeritageQuest Online, and
Digital Sanborn Maps, and have a small budget for purchasing printed materials. We
have about 40,000 print and microfilm volumes and the largest genealogy collection
in the Pacific Northwest. We're hoping to learn how our current genealogy budget
compares with other libraries with genealogy collections to determine a reasonable
target for us going forward. Any input from small or large libraries with genealogy
collections will be helpful.
Thanks for your time, and feel free to contact me off list.
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
Special Collections
The Seattle Public Library
206-386-4636

From traptis at pmlib.org Thu Dec 2 15:23:13 2010
From: traptis at pmlib.org (Toni Raptis)
Date: Thu, 2 Dec 2010 15:23:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy collection budgets
In-Reply-To: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ED2DDE1D3@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
References: <mailman.49.1291309224.14090.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ED2DDE1D3@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
Message-ID: <AANLkTin=H6KzaR7cZTA3swaDLYB5+G0=05xArFzf4Fj5@mail.gmail.com>
As the Central Library for Suffolk County, New York - we too have a large
genealogy collection, however our purchasing dollars are part of the overall
print and electronic budgets.
Toni Raptis
Patchogue-Medford Library
On Thu, Dec 2, 2010 at 1:55 PM, John LaMont <John.LaMont at spl.org> wrote:
> Our department is discussing future budgeting for genealogy collection
> purchases, and I'm interested to hear from others about their annual budget
> for printed and electronic genealogy materials (ballpark is fine). We
> currently subscribe to America's Genealogy Bank, Ancestry Library Edition,
> HeritageQuest Online, and Digital Sanborn Maps, and have a small budget for
> purchasing printed materials. We have about 40,000 print and microfilm
> volumes and the largest genealogy collection in the Pacific Northwest.
> We're hoping to learn how our current genealogy budget compares with other
> libraries with genealogy collections to determine a reasonable target for us
> going forward. Any input from small or large libraries with genealogy
> collections will be helpful.
>
> Thanks for your time, and feel free to contact me off list.
>
> John LaMont
> Librarian - Genealogy
> Special Collections
> The Seattle Public Library
> 206-386-4636
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101202/
d35e68fc/attachment.html
From AMendoza at dar.org Thu Dec 2 15:42:14 2010
From: AMendoza at dar.org (Mendoza, Amado)
Date: Thu, 2 Dec 2010 15:42:14 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicate Periodicals to Donate
Message-ID: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB410187BF7A@Mail2.darlib.org>
Dear Sir or Madam,

The Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) Library in Washington ,
DC has duplicate periodicals with genealogical and historical
information to donate. They are complete or nearly complete runs, and

many come from other libraries and have markings on the front cover and
elsewhere. Items requested will be mailed to you as media mail via the
U.S. Postal Service. Requests will be considered on a first come, first
serve basis. To submit a request, please follow the directions below:

*
Send an e-mail to amendoza at dar.org, identifying the exact
title(s) and volume(s) wanted. Requests sent to the entire e-mail
listserv will not be considered. Include your mailing address and
indicate if the periodicals should be sent to the attention of a
particular person or department.

*
If the shipment of your periodicals costs $10.00 or more, we ask
for a reimbursement. A total shipping cost invoice will be mailed with
your shipment. Please mail your check (made payable to "Treasurer
General, NSDAR") and a copy of the invoice to:

NSDAR Library
Attn: Serials Coordinator
1776 D St., NW
Washington, DC 20006

Duplicates to donate below. More to come in future emails!

DELAWARE

Title: Delaware History
Author: Historical Society of Delaware
v. 28, nos. 2-3 (combined)

Title: News Collection
Author: Historical Society of Delaware
v. 2

Title: Historical Society of Delaware Newsletter
Author: Historical Society of Delaware
v. 13, no. 2
v. 15, no. 1

MASSACHUSETTS

Title: Nantucket Lands and Land Owners
Author: Nantucket Historical Assn.
v. 2, bulletin nos. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7
(extra copies: v. 2, bulletin nos. 4, 5, 6, 7)
v. 2, bulletin no. 6 (bound)

Title: Historic Nantucket
Author: Nantucket Historical Assn.
v. 38, nos. 1-4
v. 39, nos. 1-4
v. 40, nos. 1-4
v. 41, nos. 1-2
v. 47, no. 1
v. 56, no. 1

Title: Pilgrim Society News
Author: Pilgrim Society/ Pilgrim Hall Museum
Fall 2008 issue

Title: Mass. Gen. Council Newsletter
Author: Mass. Gen. Council
Winter 2002 issue
Summer 2006 issue

Title: Massachusetts Gen. Council Educational Leaflet
Author: Massachusetts Gen. Council
No. 1

Title: Revere House Gazette
Author: Paul Revere Memorial Assn.
Issue 77

Title: Berkshire Family History Assn., Inc. newsletter
Author: Berkshire Family History Assn.
August 1995 issue

Title: The Dukes County Intelligencer
Author: Martha's Vineyard His. Soc.
v. 36, no. 4
v. 42, no. 2

Title: Education Bulletin
Author: New England His. Gen. Soc.
Winter/Spring 1996 issue
Fall/Winter 1996 issue (2 copies available)

Title; Car-Del Scribe

Author: Car-Del Publications (Ludlow, MA)
v. 17, nos. 2-6
v. 18, nos. 1-6
v. 19, nos. 1-6
v. 20, nos. 1-6

Title: Plimouth Life
Author: Plimouth Plantation
v. 5, no. 1

Title: Historical Journal of Western Massachusetts
v. 5, no. 1

Title: Great Migration Newsletter
v. 1, nos. 1-4
(Extra copies: v. 1, nos. 1-3)
v. 2, nos. 1-3
v. 3, nos. 2, 4

Title: New England Historic Gen. Soc. newsletter
Author: New England Historic Gen. Soc.
v. 1, no. 1

Title: Essex Institute Newsletter
Essex Institute
v. 9, no. 2

Title: Historical Journal of Western Mass.
v. 2, no. 2

Title: The Reade Record
Author: The Reade Society for Gen. Research
No. 8

Title: Historical Journal of Massachusetts
Author: Westfield State College, MA
v. 26, no. 2

Title: Pilgrim Society News
Summer 1995

Title: Past Times
Author: The Mass. Soc. of Genealogists
v. 2, no. 1

Title: Proceedings of the Brookline Historical Society at the Annual
Mtg., 1923
Author: Brookline Historical Society

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101202/
a9c8f6a3/attachment.html
From glasgowe at wtcpl.org Thu Dec 2 17:47:51 2010
From: glasgowe at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 2 Dec 2010 17:47:51 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Question
Message-ID: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F15B6@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>

As I suspect the case it is with any number of small genealogical
libraries, our collection contains items that are photocopies of books

or parts of books that some helpful individual compiled and gave to us.
In addition there are scrapbook compilations of parts of several books
that have been bound together into one volume under another title. What
do catalogers do with items such as these?

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue N.W.
Warren, Ohio 44483
330-399-8807, x130
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101202/
e73cb19b/attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 46 bytes
Desc: image001.gif
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101202/
e73cb19b/attachment.gif
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Thu Dec 2 18:07:34 2010
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Thu, 2 Dec 2010 18:07:34 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Question
In-Reply-To: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F15B6@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F15B6@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <004401cb9275$b8998990$29cc9cb0$@org>

Our donation policy states:
??Personally reproduced copies, including materials downloaded from the
Internet, on paper or in electronic format, even if bound, will not be
accepted unless there is clear and identified copyright permission granted
for the reproduction. The responsibility for proof of permission rests with
the donor.?
If there is permission granted, then we catalog as indicated with a notation
that it is either a copy or excerpt of the particular title(s).

Scrapbook style is done as below (our MARC record):
DR 00668nam a2200193Ia 45x0
001ocm49313647
003OCoLC
00520020314101125.0
008020314s1899 xx 000 0 eng d
040 . ?aP at N ?cP at N
049 . ?aP at NT
092 . ?a974.2
1001 . ?aNoyes, Harriette E.
24510. ?aMemorial history of Hampstead, N.H. / ?cby Harriette E. Noyes.
260 . ?a[S.l. : ?bs.n.,] ?c1899.
300 . ?a469 p. ; ?c24 cm.
500 . ?a"Pages 1-117 covered by clippings and newspaper articles. Articles
include newspaper accounts of sermons of William Ashley (Billy) Sunday
during a campaign in Philadelphia, PA."
651 0. ?aHampstead (N.H.) ?xHistory.
901 . ?aocm49313647 ?bOCLC

Dusty Gres
Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elizabeth
Glasgow
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 5:48 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Question

As I suspect the case it is with any number of small genealogical libraries,
our collection contains items that are photocopies of books or parts of
books that some helpful individual compiled and gave to us. In addition
there are scrapbook compilations of parts of several books that have been
bound together into one volume under another title. What do catalogers do
with items such as these?

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue N.W.
Warren, Ohio 44483
330-399-8807, x130
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101202/
c0339901/attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 46 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101202/
c0339901/attachment.gif
From aaronkaysmith at gmail.com Fri Dec 3 07:39:49 2010
From: aaronkaysmith at gmail.com (Aaron Smith)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 07:39:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Question
In-Reply-To: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F15B6@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F15B6@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <AANLkTiksnCOgUENzDsHjJzAF=68oJTucAwLasEHSByFY@mail.gmail.com>
Elizabeth -

Aside from the question of copyright propriety, these compilations may be
valid research efforts and often remarkably helpful genealogical resources.
While admittedly difficult and time-consuming to catalog, the work is very
much worth it.
If you have photocopied excerpts (which are identifiable!) of adequate size
to acknowledge via an added entry, do so, even up to several times in a
single compiled entity.
Many entire works have been photocopied for preservation reasons, and are
completely permissible in the realm of copyright. These require cataloging
as reproductions (as I see you are an OCLC institution, see OCLC Special
Cataloging Guidelines 3.2 at:
http://www.oclc.org/us/en/bibformats/en/specialcataloging/ ).
Certain compilations (I just typed the word "complications," and realized
how Freudian that was!) will require that you fabricate a title page if
there isn't one already. Generally, though, the rules are the same. Use the
piece in hand to describe it to the extent that you can, provide access in
as many ways as you can on behalf of your service population, and you will
have done your work.
Most of the original work that I do here in a very large genealogy library
is missing some or all conventional aspects: title page, statement of
responsibility, imprint, pagination, etc. Any resource that can provide
insight to a hypothetical user and that has been assembled with that intent
in mind is worth acknowledging and cataloging.
Good luck!
Aaron
Aaron Smith
Cataloger, The Genealogy Center
Allen County Public Library
Fort Wayne, Ind. 46802
1.260.421.1200, x2652
asmith at acpl.lib.in.us
On Thu, Dec 2, 2010 at 5:47 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I suspect the case it is with any number of small genealogical
libraries, our collection contains items that are photocopies of books or
parts of books that some helpful individual compiled and gave to us. In
addition there are scrapbook compilations of parts of several books that
have been bound together into one volume under another title. What do
catalogers do with items such as these?

*Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue N.W.
Warren, Ohio 44483

>
> 330-399-8807, x130
>
> glasgowe at wtcpl.org
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101203/
c5a65286/attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 46 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101203/
c5a65286/attachment.gif
From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Fri Dec 3 12:09:23 2010
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Fri, 03 Dec 2010 11:09:23 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] New MINNESOTA Research Note
Message-ID: <4CF92443.9040107@parkbooks.com>
Our research note for December discusses the two on-line indexes for
Minnesota birth records -- the one at Ancestry.com for 1935-2002, and
the one at the Minnesota Historical Society for 1900-1934, with several
thousand additional records pre-1900.
Details are available at
http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/res_bthx.html
Notes on other topics are available at
http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/research.html
Happy holidays!
Mary Bakeman
Park Genealogical Books
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Fri Dec 3 13:17:39 2010
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 13:17:39 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging Question
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTiksnCOgUENzDsHjJzAF=68oJTucAwLasEHSByFY@mail.gmail.com>
References: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F15B6@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<AANLkTiksnCOgUENzDsHjJzAF=68oJTucAwLasEHSByFY@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4492FA93465@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>

When all else fails, we keep the research of a particular person together, because
seemingly unconnected pieces have meaning when viewed in the context of the
surnames, geographic area and time period of the research material as a body. We
folder it and place the folders in archival boxes and catalog as a special
collection, usually with a finding aid of some sort. Photographs are removed and
handled in the images collection. Photocopied whole works are cataloged if we know
the photocopying was done with permission of the author/compiler. Quite often in
the genealogy world authors (individuals, surname societies, genealogy/history
societies, DAR chapters, etc.) who manage to get their works actually published
only have a small printing. Others may have their manuscripts printed and bound in
some form by commercial printers. Once that initial printing is gone, they seldom
get professionally reprinted, and there are few used copies on the market because
people actually will keep these works until they die. As a result, the authors
themselves will photocopy their work and sell it directly to who people who
approach them looking for a copy.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Aaron Smith
Sent: Friday, December 03, 2010 7:40 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Cataloging Question
Elizabeth Aside from the question of copyright propriety, these compilations may be valid
research efforts and often remarkably helpful genealogical resources. While
admittedly difficult and time-consuming to catalog, the work is very much worth it.
If you have photocopied excerpts (which are identifiable!) of adequate size to
acknowledge via an added entry, do so, even up to several times in a single
compiled entity.
Many entire works have been photocopied for preservation reasons, and are
completely permissible in the realm of copyright. These require cataloging as
reproductions (as I see you are an OCLC institution, see OCLC Special Cataloging
Guidelines 3.2 at: http://www.oclc.org/us/en/bibformats/en/specialcataloging/ ).
Certain compilations (I just typed the word "complications," and realized
Freudian that was!) will require that you fabricate a title page if there
already. Generally, though, the rules are the same. Use the piece in hand
describe it to the extent that you can, provide access in as many ways as
on behalf of your service population, and you will have done your work.
Most of the original work that I do here in a very large genealogy
missing some or all conventional aspects: title page, statement of
imprint, pagination, etc. Any resource that can provide insight to
user and that has been assembled with that intent in mind is worth
and cataloging.
Good luck!
Aaron

how
isn't one
to
you can

library is
responsibility,
a hypothetical
acknowledging

Aaron Smith
Cataloger, The Genealogy Center
Allen County Public Library
Fort Wayne, Ind. 46802
1.260.421.1200, x2652
asmith at acpl.lib.in.us<mailto:asmith at acpl.lib.in.us>
On Thu, Dec 2, 2010 at 5:47 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <glasgowe at
wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
As I suspect the case it is with any number of small genealogical libraries, our
collection contains items that are photocopies of books or parts of books that some
helpful individual compiled and gave to us. In addition there are scrapbook
compilations of parts of several books that have been bound together into one
volume under another title. What do catalogers do with items such as these?
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue N.W.
Warren, Ohio 44483
330-399-8807, x130
glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Fri Dec 3 15:21:34 2010
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 15:21:34 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (December 2010)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C2704ACF349@sudley1.pwc.ad>

WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
December 2010

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History

(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> .

RELIC PROGRAMS
Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs
if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe. All these programs will take place at the community room
at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. You may
register for any of these programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org
<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
For details see
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm>
December 9, 11 am - Analyzing Estate Inventories for Genealogical
Information, with Charlotte Cain.
January 9, 2 pm
20, 11 am.

- Genealogy 101, with Beverly Veness, repeated January

January 25, 7 pm - Genealogy Roundtable, with Don Wilson.
The Genealogy Doctor Is In
Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson to discuss
an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you. Please call
703-792-4540 for a free appointment.
Here are upcoming available
times.
Thursdays, December 16, January 6 - 10 am-noon.
ANALYZING ESTATE INVENTORIES
FOR GENEALOGICAL INFORMATION
Presented by Charlotte Cain
The contents of a deceased ancestor's household (such items as
furniture, tools, livestock, clothing, and books) may provide detailed
information about his or her daily life and occupations. In addition,
learning who bought or inherited those goods may help determine family
relationships.
Local researcher Charlotte Cain will demonstrate how a
thorough examination of estate inventories can hold important clues for
one's family history at a program at Bull Run Regional Library on
Thursday, December 9, at 11 a.m.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540

or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.
GENEALOGY 101
Presented by Beverly Veness
"Genealogy 101" will highlight the numerous free genealogical resources
available at RELIC and will explore basic techniques for tracking
ancestors.
The hour-long program, conducted by Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff,
is scheduled for Sunday, January 9, at 2 p.m. and will be repeated on
Thursday, January 20, at 11 a.m.
To register for this free program email relic2 at pwcgov.org,
or call RELIC at (703) 792-4540.
RELIC'S GENEALOGICAL ROUNDTABLE
RELIC's Genealogical Roundtable returns in January,
moderated by Don Wilson. It's a chance to discuss your family history
challenges in a group environment and get tips for new approaches. It's
also a chance to help others solve their family mysteries.
It will be
held on Tuesday, January 25, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library's
community room.
Mr. Wilson is head of RELIC and has several decades of research
experience.
Please call (703) 792-4540 or send a message to relic2 at pwcgov.org
register for this free event.

to

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC
staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757> or by
calling us at 703-792-4540.
Hours, September-June (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm.
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Fri Dec 3 15:54:44 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 15:54:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
Message-ID: <AANLkTimqhB0=umVydDdNtL76XOVSNp3cMiW0rjorKpsM@mail.gmail.com>
Hello Everyone,
Taking the easy out ... my patron is checking some sources, as will I,
... but we were hoping someone may know of a quick access point to a
map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards for Alleghey City in
1850. Our interest is in Ward 2.
Thanks!!

Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From holtm at carnegielibrary.org Fri Dec 3 15:56:48 2010
From: holtm at carnegielibrary.org (Holt, Marilyn)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 15:56:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
References: <AANLkTimqhB0=umVydDdNtL76XOVSNp3cMiW0rjorKpsM@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD7@exchange.einetwork.net>
I have a map for 1852 - what info do you need?
Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
Department Head
Pennsylvania Department
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
4400 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
412-622-3154
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:54 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA

Hello Everyone,
Taking the easy out ... my patron is checking some sources, as will I,
... but we were hoping someone may know of a quick access point to a
map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards for Alleghey City in
1850. Our interest is in Ward 2.
Thanks!!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the use
of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information
that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.?
Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than the intended
individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval.? If you have received
this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Fri Dec 3 15:59:22 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 15:59:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
In-Reply-To: <BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD7@exchange.einetwork.net>
References: <AANLkTimqhB0=umVydDdNtL76XOVSNp3cMiW0rjorKpsM@mail.gmail.com>
<BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD7@exchange.einetwork.net>
Message-ID: <AANLkTi=bi2Hhb03FxnUWTOP-Dgv3e4CCG-VVUsP0my5_@mail.gmail.com>
Boundaries of Ward 2?? Is that easy to tell?? Thanks!! Mary
On Fri, Dec 3, 2010 at 3:56 PM, Holt, Marilyn <holtm at carnegielibrary.org> wrote:
> I have a map for 1852 - what info do you need?
>
> Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
> Department Head
> Pennsylvania Department
> Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
> 4400 Forbes Avenue
> Pittsburgh, PA 15213
> 412-622-3154
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
> Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:54 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
>
>
>
> Hello Everyone,
>
> Taking the easy out ... my patron is checking some sources, as will I,
> ... but we were hoping someone may know of a quick access point to a
> map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards for Alleghey City in
> 1850. ?Our interest is in Ward 2.
>
> Thanks!!
>
> Mary
>
> --

> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law.? Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than
the intended individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval.? If you
have received this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From holtm at carnegielibrary.org Fri Dec 3 16:23:57 2010
From: holtm at carnegielibrary.org (Holt, Marilyn)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 16:23:57 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
References:
<AANLkTimqhB0=umVydDdNtL76XOVSNp3cMiW0rjorKpsM@mail.gmail.com><BA84A9E774C50243907A
01807AF855740AEA2FD7@exchange.einetwork.net>
<AANLkTi=bi2Hhb03FxnUWTOP-Dgv3e4CCG-VVUsP0my5_@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD8@exchange.einetwork.net>
>From what I can see, Federal Street on the east, Western Avenue to the south,
Bidwell or Fontella Street on the west (Manchester Borough is the actual western
edge - it was not part of Allegheny City at that time) and it looks like
Pennsylvania Avenue and Sampson Street to the north
We can supply your patron with a photocopy of the area from the map but there is a
fee.
Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
Department Head
Pennsylvania Department
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
4400 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
412-622-3154

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:59 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA

Boundaries of Ward 2?? Is that easy to tell?? Thanks!! Mary
On Fri, Dec 3, 2010 at 3:56 PM, Holt, Marilyn <holtm at carnegielibrary.org> wrote:
> I have a map for 1852 - what info do you need?
>
> Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
> Department Head
> Pennsylvania Department
> Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
> 4400 Forbes Avenue
> Pittsburgh, PA 15213
> 412-622-3154
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
> Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:54 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
>
>
>
> Hello Everyone,
>
> Taking the easy out ... my patron is checking some sources, as will I,
> ... but we were hoping someone may know of a quick access point to a
> map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards for Alleghey City in
> 1850. Our interest is in Ward 2.
>
> Thanks!!
>
> Mary
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under

applicable law. Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than
the intended individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval. If you
have received this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the use
of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information
that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.?
Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than the intended
individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval.? If you have received
this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Fri Dec 3 16:30:23 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 16:30:23 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
In-Reply-To: <BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD8@exchange.einetwork.net>
References: <AANLkTimqhB0=umVydDdNtL76XOVSNp3cMiW0rjorKpsM@mail.gmail.com>
<BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD7@exchange.einetwork.net>
<AANLkTi=bi2Hhb03FxnUWTOP-Dgv3e4CCG-VVUsP0my5_@mail.gmail.com>
<BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD8@exchange.einetwork.net>
Message-ID: <AANLkTinfMrLxeMS55f=8ZY9Rcw9A=z5W87L=+e4L=64H@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks!! I will pass this along. What is cost for photocopy of map, if
he wishes to proceed, and what should he do to request! Much thanks!!
Mary
On Fri, Dec 3, 2010 at 4:23 PM, Holt, Marilyn <holtm at carnegielibrary.org> wrote:

> >From what I can see, Federal Street on the east, Western Avenue to the south,
Bidwell or Fontella Street on the west (Manchester Borough is the actual western
edge - it was not part of Allegheny City at that time) and it looks like
Pennsylvania Avenue and Sampson Street to the north
> We can supply your patron with a photocopy of the area from the map but there is
a fee.
>
> Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
> Department Head
> Pennsylvania Department
> Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
> 4400 Forbes Avenue
> Pittsburgh, PA 15213
> 412-622-3154
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
> Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:59 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
>
>
>
> Boundaries of Ward 2?? Is that easy to tell?? Thanks!! Mary
>
> On Fri, Dec 3, 2010 at 3:56 PM, Holt, Marilyn <holtm at carnegielibrary.org>
wrote:
>> I have a map for 1852 - what info do you need?
>>
>> Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
>> Department Head
>> Pennsylvania Department
>> Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
>> 4400 Forbes Avenue
>> Pittsburgh, PA 15213
>> 412-622-3154
>>
>> ________________________________
>>
>> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
>> Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:54 PM
>> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>> Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
>>
>>
>>
>> Hello Everyone,
>>
>> Taking the easy out ... my patron is checking some sources, as will I,
>> ... but we were hoping someone may know of a quick access point to a
>> map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards for Alleghey City in
>> 1850. ?Our interest is in Ward 2.
>>
>> Thanks!!
>>
>> Mary
>>
>> --

>> Mary K. Mannix
>> Maryland Room Manager
>> C. Burr Artz Public Library
>> Frederick County Public Libraries
>> Frederick, MD
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>> This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. ?Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than
the intended individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval. ?If you
have received this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law.? Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than
the intended individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval.? If you
have received this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Mary K. Mannix

Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From holtm at carnegielibrary.org Fri Dec 3 16:34:44 2010
From: holtm at carnegielibrary.org (Holt, Marilyn)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 16:34:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
References:
<AANLkTimqhB0=umVydDdNtL76XOVSNp3cMiW0rjorKpsM@mail.gmail.com><BA84A9E774C50243907A
01807AF855740AEA2FD7@exchange.einetwork.net><AANLkTi=bi2Hhb03FxnUWTOP-Dgv3e4CCGVVUsP0my5_@mail.gmail.com><BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD8@exchange.einetw
ork.net>
<AANLkTinfMrLxeMS55f=8ZY9Rcw9A=z5W87L=+e4L=64H@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD9@exchange.einetwork.net>
The department email is padept at carnegielibrary.org and he can just drop me a
line
Our minimum photocopy charge is $10 but that includes up to 5 pages
Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
Department Head
Pennsylvania Department
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
4400 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
412-622-3154
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 4:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA

Thanks!! I will pass this along. What is cost for photocopy of map, if
he wishes to proceed, and what should he do to request! Much thanks!!
Mary
On Fri, Dec 3, 2010 at 4:23 PM, Holt, Marilyn <holtm at carnegielibrary.org> wrote:
> >From what I can see, Federal Street on the east, Western Avenue to the south,
Bidwell or Fontella Street on the west (Manchester Borough is the actual western
edge - it was not part of Allegheny City at that time) and it looks like
Pennsylvania Avenue and Sampson Street to the north
> We can supply your patron with a photocopy of the area from the map but there is
a fee.
>
> Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
> Department Head
> Pennsylvania Department
> Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
> 4400 Forbes Avenue
> Pittsburgh, PA 15213
> 412-622-3154
>

> ________________________________
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
> Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:59 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
>
>
>
> Boundaries of Ward 2?? Is that easy to tell?? Thanks!! Mary
>
> On Fri, Dec 3, 2010 at 3:56 PM, Holt, Marilyn <holtm at carnegielibrary.org>
wrote:
>> I have a map for 1852 - what info do you need?
>>
>> Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
>> Department Head
>> Pennsylvania Department
>> Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
>> 4400 Forbes Avenue
>> Pittsburgh, PA 15213
>> 412-622-3154
>>
>> ________________________________
>>
>> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
>> Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:54 PM
>> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>> Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
>>
>>
>>
>> Hello Everyone,
>>
>> Taking the easy out ... my patron is checking some sources, as will I,
>> ... but we were hoping someone may know of a quick access point to a
>> map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards for Alleghey City in
>> 1850. Our interest is in Ward 2.
>>
>> Thanks!!
>>
>> Mary
>>
>> ->> Mary K. Mannix
>> Maryland Room Manager
>> C. Burr Artz Public Library
>> Frederick County Public Libraries
>> Frederick, MD
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>> This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under

applicable law. Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than
the intended individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval. If you
have received this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than
the intended individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval. If you
have received this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the use
of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information
that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.?
Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than the intended

individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval.? If you have received
this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 7835 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101203/7e3eec0b/
attachment.bin
From sharonf_corey at yahoo.com Fri Dec 3 18:28:58 2010
From: sharonf_corey at yahoo.com (Sharon F. Corey)
Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 15:28:58 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTimqhB0=umVydDdNtL76XOVSNp3cMiW0rjorKpsM@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <16556.1014.qm@web38008.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Have you tried the Historic Pittsburgh Maps Collection
http://digital.library.pitt.edu/maps/?
and in particular The Darlington Digital Library: Maps
http://images.library.pitt.edu/cgi-bin/i/image/image-idx?
c=darlmaps&type=boolean&rgn1=darlmaps_su&view=thumbnail&med=1&q1=Allegheny+County+
(Pa.)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101203/
bab77a64/attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Sat Dec 4 11:59:06 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Sat, 4 Dec 2010 11:59:06 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
In-Reply-To: <BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD9@exchange.einetwork.net>
References: <AANLkTimqhB0=umVydDdNtL76XOVSNp3cMiW0rjorKpsM@mail.gmail.com>
<BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD7@exchange.einetwork.net>
<AANLkTi=bi2Hhb03FxnUWTOP-Dgv3e4CCG-VVUsP0my5_@mail.gmail.com>
<BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD8@exchange.einetwork.net>
<AANLkTinfMrLxeMS55f=8ZY9Rcw9A=z5W87L=+e4L=64H@mail.gmail.com>
<BA84A9E774C50243907A01807AF855740AEA2FD9@exchange.einetwork.net>
Message-ID: <AANLkTikuN6kxEorZxHsfv4FvYy_U0dCJMg6awacGfTnN@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks!! I will pass info along.
anything from Maryland. Mary

Thanks!! Do let me know if you need

On Fri, Dec 3, 2010 at 4:34 PM, Holt, Marilyn <holtm at carnegielibrary.org> wrote:
> The department email is padept at carnegielibrary.org and he can just drop me a
line
> Our minimum photocopy charge is $10 but that includes up to 5 pages
>
>
> Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
> Department Head
> Pennsylvania Department
> Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
> 4400 Forbes Avenue
> Pittsburgh, PA 15213

> 412-622-3154
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
> Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 4:30 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
>
>
>
> Thanks!! I will pass this along. What is cost for photocopy of map, if
> he wishes to proceed, and what should he do to request! Much thanks!!
> Mary
>
> On Fri, Dec 3, 2010 at 4:23 PM, Holt, Marilyn <holtm at carnegielibrary.org>
wrote:
>> >From what I can see, Federal Street on the east, Western Avenue to the south,
Bidwell or Fontella Street on the west (Manchester Borough is the actual western
edge - it was not part of Allegheny City at that time) and it looks like
Pennsylvania Avenue and Sampson Street to the north
>> We can supply your patron with a photocopy of the area from the map but there is
a fee.
>>
>> Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
>> Department Head
>> Pennsylvania Department
>> Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
>> 4400 Forbes Avenue
>> Pittsburgh, PA 15213
>> 412-622-3154
>>
>> ________________________________
>>
>> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
>> Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:59 PM
>> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>> Subject: Re: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
>>
>>
>>
>> Boundaries of Ward 2?? Is that easy to tell?? Thanks!! Mary
>>
>> On Fri, Dec 3, 2010 at 3:56 PM, Holt, Marilyn <holtm at carnegielibrary.org>
wrote:
>>> I have a map for 1852 - what info do you need?
>>>
>>> Marilyn Cocchiola Holt, MLS
>>> Department Head
>>> Pennsylvania Department
>>> Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
>>> 4400 Forbes Avenue
>>> Pittsburgh, PA 15213
>>> 412-622-3154
>>>
>>> ________________________________
>>>
>>> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mary K. Mannix
>>> Sent: Fri 12/3/2010 3:54 PM

>>> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>>> Subject: [Genealib] lazy question -- Allegheny City, PA
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Hello Everyone,
>>>
>>> Taking the easy out ... my patron is checking some sources, as will I,
>>> ... but we were hoping someone may know of a quick access point to a
>>> map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards for Alleghey City in
>>> 1850. ?Our interest is in Ward 2.
>>>
>>> Thanks!!
>>>
>>> Mary
>>>
>>> ->>> Mary K. Mannix
>>> Maryland Room Manager
>>> C. Burr Artz Public Library
>>> Frederick County Public Libraries
>>> Frederick, MD
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. ?Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than
the intended individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval. ?If you
have received this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
>>>
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ->> Mary K. Mannix
>> Maryland Room Manager
>> C. Burr Artz Public Library
>> Frederick County Public Libraries
>> Frederick, MD
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>> This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the

use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. ?Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than
the intended individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval. ?If you
have received this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law.? Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by anyone other than
the intended individual or entity is prohibited without prior approval.? If you
have received this information in error, please notify the sender immediately.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From BeanyCecil at aol.com Sat Dec 4 14:27:06 2010
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com (BeanyCecil at aol.com)
Date: Sat, 4 Dec 2010 14:27:06 EST
Subject: [Genealib] Map Guide to the U.S. Federal Censuses, 1790-1920
Message-ID: <12497b.2f3e699b.3a2bf00a@aol.com>
I believe that the following book has ward boundaries, but it's not

online.

William Thorndale and William Dollarhide, _Map Guide to the U.S. Federal
Censuses, 1790-1920_
(http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0806311886?ie=UTF8&tag=southeasterng20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=080631188
6) (Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Co., 1987).
Deborah Bruno
Menifee, CA
Re:

Mary K. Mannix wrote:

quick access point to a
map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards
1850. Our interest is in Ward 2.

for Alleghey City in

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101204/9a35d033/
attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Sat Dec 4 14:34:14 2010
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Sat, 4 Dec 2010 14:34:14 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Map Guide to the U.S. Federal Censuses, 1790-1920
In-Reply-To: <12497b.2f3e699b.3a2bf00a@aol.com>
References: <12497b.2f3e699b.3a2bf00a@aol.com>
Message-ID: <AANLkTikq14ePGH_ws7QYYQXdACUVo7BdhU309pTGymXc@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks, my patron had used that book.

Thanks!

Mary

On Sat, Dec 4, 2010 at 2:27 PM, <BeanyCecil at aol.com> wrote:
> I believe that the following book has ward boundaries, but it's not
> online.
>
> William Thorndale and William Dollarhide, Map Guide to the U.S. Federal
> Censuses, 1790-1920<http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0806311886?
ie=UTF8&tag=southeasterng20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=0806311886>
> (Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Co., 1987).
>
> Deborah Bruno
> Menifee, CA
>
> Re: Mary K. Mannix wrote:
>
> quick access point to a
> map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards for Alleghey City in
> 1850. Our interest is in Ward 2.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101204/
c1311378/attachment.html
From bookstoshare at gmail.com Sun Dec 5 12:27:12 2010
From: bookstoshare at gmail.com (G. R. Toms)
Date: Sun, 5 Dec 2010 11:27:12 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy collection budgets
In-Reply-To: <8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ED2DDE1D3@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
References: <mailman.49.1291309224.14090.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<8E1265E8708F64448482052FBE46ABDE8ED2DDE1D3@EXMAILCLU.spl.org>
Message-ID: <AANLkTimPS43=ftzGUfCYHQKDU=Rm1rZWoUP++LaR2-1h@mail.gmail.com>
John:
I am not privy to what our annual budget is, but think you will probably
hear from our branch librarian. I believe the last time I heard a figure,
about 12-13 years ago, before I started work here, it was in the
neighborhood of $85 - $95,000 per year for print materials, and about $1,500
per year for subscriptions. Microforms was a separate budget, and I never
heard a figure on it, and database subscriptions hadn't even started for our
library at that time.
I would add one special caveat, of which I am sure you are aware: contrary
to what some think (both patrons and some in administration), database
subscriptions do not/cannot/will not take the place of a solid collection of
resources in print and microform. Both components, online resources and
in-house resources, are essential to provide a well-rounded and diverse
range of materials to meet the research needs of patrons. Each of the two
components can help to amplify what is found in the other, or fill in gaps
in what is provided by the other. Both are absolutely necessary.
I'll get off my soap box now, so I won't have quite so far to fall to hit
the floor.
Gary
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101205/
ba8f9b42/attachment.html
From jmmoak at hotmail.com Sun Dec 5 17:12:50 2010
From: jmmoak at hotmail.com (Jefferson Moak)
Date: Sun, 5 Dec 2010 22:12:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Map Guide to the U.S. Federal Censuses, 1790-1920
In-Reply-To: <12497b.2f3e699b.3a2bf00a@aol.com>
References: <12497b.2f3e699b.3a2bf00a@aol.com>
Message-ID: <SNT131-w52BB7738F6EC3738749E87C02A0@phx.gbl>

Check out the maps on the Darlington Digital Library of the University of
Pittsburgh.
There is an 1855 map of Allegheny and Pittsburgh by G. H. Colton that
shows ward boundaries.
http://digital.library.pitt.edu/d/darlington/
The full citation for the map just mentioned is:
http://images.library.pitt.edu/cgi-bin/i/image/image-idx?med=1;image_search
btn=Go;q1=Allegheny,
PA;rgn1=darlmaps_all;sid=137777a56599edd1784c0d3c000c10c4;size=20;c=darlmaps;lastty
pe=boolean;view=entry;lastview=thumbnail;subview=detail;cc=darlmaps;entryid=xdarmap0089;viewid=DARMAP0089.TIF;start=1;resnum=5
I didn't check the entire site - there might be others.
Jefferson M. Moak

From: BeanyCecil at aol.com
Date: Sat, 4 Dec 2010 14:27:06 -0500
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Map Guide to the U.S. Federal Censuses, 1790-1920

I believe that the following book has ward boundaries, but it's not online.
William Thorndale and William Dollarhide, Map Guide to the U.S. Federal Censuses,
1790-1920 (Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Co., 1987).
Deborah Bruno
Menifee, CA
Re:

Mary K. Mannix wrote:

quick access point to a
map, preferably on-line, that shows the wards for Alleghey City in
1850. Our interest is in Ward 2.
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101205/
a4ed35de/attachment.html
From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Mon Dec 6 09:38:16 2010
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 09:38:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Message-ID: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBC@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th century

newspapers indexed...not digitized?

Please send me contact information.

Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/
e3a5eaa8/attachment.html
From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Mon Dec 6 09:41:45 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 09:41:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To:
<1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBC@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
References: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBC@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681689E@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
You might want to check with the Reference Department of the Kenton
County Public Library in Covington, Kentucky. They have done a massive
indexing project and not know if their experience meets your actual
query but they might be able to share some insights.

Don Rightmyer
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky

Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th
century newspapers indexed...not digitized? Please send me contact
information. Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC

28301-5000

(910) 483-7727, ext. 309

whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/2091b836/
attachment.html
From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Mon Dec 6 09:43:54 2010
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 09:43:54 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681689E@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBC@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>,
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681689E@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBF@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
thanks so much
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society
[Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov]
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 9:41 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
You might want to check with the Reference Department of the Kenton County Public
Library in Covington, Kentucky. They have done a massive indexing project and not
know if their experience meets your actual query but they might be able to share
some insights.
Don Rightmyer
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th century
newspapers indexed...not digitized? Please send me contact information. Thanks.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/
beb0543d/attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Mon Dec 6 09:57:11 2010
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 09:57:11 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To:
<1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBC@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
References: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBC@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <000601cb9555$dc5cf730$9516e590$@org>
Wanda
If you can't find funding I can tell you how our medium size library system
has indexed their own newspapers ourselves, just using software and doing it
in our spare time. We have indexes covering 1806-late 1800's but have only
indexed vital records.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda Hunter
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 9:38 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th century
newspapers indexed...not digitized? Please send me contact information.
Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC

28301-5000

(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/
a6a61da6/attachment.html
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Mon Dec 6 10:09:25 2010
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 09:09:25 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <000601cb9555$dc5cf730$9516e590$@org>
References: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBC@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<000601cb9555$dc5cf730$9516e590$@org>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9404478740@magneto.wals.local>
Because you don't have to worry about standardized headings (schools or
education, for instance), vital records are an easy thing to train
volunteers to do.
Statistics on the use of the VR index help make a case for further
indexing, digitization or any similar project.

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 8:57 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

Wanda
If you can't find funding I can tell you how our medium size library
system has indexed their own newspapers ourselves, just using software
and doing it in our spare time. We have indexes covering 1806-late
1800's but have only indexed vital records.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wanda
Hunter
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 9:38 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing

Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th
century newspapers indexed...not digitized? Please send me contact
information. Thanks.

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC

28301-5000

(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/
c6ae686b/attachment.html
From armstrong182 at embarqmail.com Mon Dec 6 11:35:11 2010
From: armstrong182 at embarqmail.com (Amy E. Armstrong)
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 11:35:11 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To:
<1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBC@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
References: <1C03E8324072424081A008C52A84B184AE6A956DBC@email.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <006701cb9563$8e5299b0$aaf7cd10$@com>
Don't forget to get your local genealogical society and USGenWeb groups
involved. If given access to the material, many great cooperative projects
can be achieved.

Amy E. Armstrong
Lexington, Ohio

<<Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th century
newspapers indexed...not digitized? Please send me contact information.
Thanks.

Wanda Hunter>>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/
edd59f0f/attachment.html
From BeanyCecil at aol.com Mon Dec 6 14:43:34 2010
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com (BeanyCecil at aol.com)
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 14:43:34 EST
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
Message-ID: <1ba5a4.3596d255.3a2e96e6@aol.com>
FamilySearch will provide free services to archives and other records
custodians who wish to digitize, index, publish, and preserve their
collections.
They provide the local society, library, organization or government
office with copies of the film and make their copies available to the public as
well as safeguarding the original in their Granite Mountain facility.
I do not have a current contact. The following is from 2007. "Record
custodians and archives that would like additional information regarding the
FamilySearch Records Services can contact Wayne Metcalfe
(_metcalfewj at gensocietyofutah.org_ (mailto:metcalfewj at
gensocietyofutah.org) )" Or, you might
try the current FamilySearch Chief Genealogical Officer David E. Rencher,
_RencherDE at familysearch.org_ (mailto:RencherDE at familysearch.org)
The Kansas Historical Society has thousands of reels of microfilm of
Kansas county and city government records. Most of this film came to KSHS during
a cooperative project with the Genealogical Society of Utah, now
FamilySearch. The cooperative microfilming project of the Genealogical Society of
Utah and the State Historical Society of Iowa have provided the preservation
of land conveyances for almost every county. A three-year cooperative
project between the State Health Department, the Genealogical Society of Utah,
and the Minnesota Historical Society has made the 20th-century death
records available to researchers. Amy Johnson Crow of the Ohio Genealogical
Society, in a cooperative arrangement with FamilySearch, oversees a project
indexing Ohio tax records. The Ohio Genealogical Society provides volunteers,
and FamilySearch provides the software.
Deborah Bruno
Menifee
In a message dated 12/6/2010 9:00:51 A.M. Pacific Standard Time,
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th century
newspapers indexed...not digitized? Please send me contact information.
Thanks.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/96cddbe5/
attachment.html
From beavercountyresearch at yahoo.com Mon Dec 6 15:18:46 2010
From: beavercountyresearch at yahoo.com (Beaver County History Center)
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 12:18:46 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
In-Reply-To: <1ba5a4.3596d255.3a2e96e6@aol.com>
Message-ID: <626620.95143.qm@web33904.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
We have done this with the Mormon's.? You don't get microfilm, you get external
hard drives or DVDs? It's a long process, we are in year three and we are still
waiting on the last of the DVDs.
Alice Kern
President
Beaver County Genealogy & History Center
1301 Seventh Avenue
Beaver Falls, PA 15010
724-847-9253
I GoodSearch & GoodShop for the Beaver County Genealogy and History Center.
Raise money for this charity just by searching the Internet with GoodSearch.com
(powered by Yahoo), or shopping online with GoodShop.com
--- On Mon, 12/6/10, BeanyCecil at aol.com <BeanyCecil at aol.com> wrote:
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com <BeanyCecil at aol.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us
Date: Monday, December 6, 2010, 2:43 PM

FamilySearch will provide free services to archives and other records custodians
who wish to digitize, index, publish, and preserve their collections.? They provide
the local society, library, organization or government office with copies of the
film and make their copies available to the public as well as safeguarding the
original in their Granite Mountain facility.
?
I do not have a current contact.? The following is from 2007.? "Record custodians
and archives that would like additional information regarding the FamilySearch
Records Services can contact Wayne Metcalfe (metcalfewj at gensocietyofutah.org)"?
Or,?you might try the current FamilySearch Chief Genealogical Officer David E.
Rencher, RencherDE at familysearch.org
?
The Kansas Historical Society has thousands of reels of microfilm of Kansas county
and city government records. Most of this film came to KSHS during a cooperative
project with the Genealogical Society of Utah, now FamilySearch.? The cooperative
microfilming project of the Genealogical Society of Utah and the State Historical
Society of Iowa have provided the preservation of land conveyances for almost every

county. A three-year cooperative project between the State Health Department, the
Genealogical Society of Utah, and the Minnesota Historical Society has made the
20th-century death records?available to researchers.? Amy Johnson Crow of the Ohio
Genealogical Society, in a cooperative arrangement with FamilySearch, oversees a
project indexing Ohio tax records. The Ohio Genealogical Society provides
volunteers, and FamilySearch provides the software.
?
Deborah Bruno
Menifee
?
In a message dated 12/6/2010 9:00:51 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, genealib-request
at mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th century
newspapers indexed...not digitized?? Please send me contact information.? Thanks.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC? 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/
e1153b26/attachment.html
From glasgowe at wtcpl.org Tue Dec 7 09:20:33 2010
From: glasgowe at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 7 Dec 2010 09:20:33 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks!
Message-ID: <01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F15C1@wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>

Thanks to all the folks who sent information concerning the cataloging
of compilations and copied materials. This gives us a basis to work
from.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue N.W.

Warren, Ohio 44483
330-399-8807, x130
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101207/19c9e5d8/
attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 46 bytes
Desc: image001.gif
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101207/19c9e5d8/
attachment.gif
From jbartlett at forbeslibrary.org Tue Dec 7 14:52:55 2010
From: jbartlett at forbeslibrary.org (Julie Bartlett)
Date: Tue, 7 Dec 2010 14:52:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] free microfiche reader
Message-ID: <sig.99576ba4d4.C41BAA3DE92746448393A445A005046F@P08NO>
We are looking for a new home for a working Microdesign 4010 microfiche reader.
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett at forbeslibrary.org
Coolidge Museum hours M&W 3-9, T&TH 1-5
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101207/458e6cd5/
attachment.html
From ppowell at chestercohistorical.org Tue Dec 7 15:42:13 2010
From: ppowell at chestercohistorical.org (Pam Powell)
Date: Tue, 7 Dec 2010 15:42:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 87, Issue 7
In-Reply-To: <mailman.39.1291741234.2453.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.39.1291741234.2453.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000e01cb964f$3a2c36b0$ae84a410$@org>
Diane,
Maybe FamilySearch could be our last resort to get newspapers digitized!
See below.

Pamela C. Powell
Photo Archivist
Chester County Historical Society
225 N. High St.
West Chester, PA 19380
610-692-4800
FAX: 610-692-4357
ppowell at chestercohistorical.org
CCHS Hours: Wednesday - Saturday 10 - 5 pm.
See my blog at: http://www.chestercohistorical.org/photoarchive/
Visit us at www.chestercohistorical.org and Cultural Center Events
www.culturalcenterevents.com
Connect with the faces, places and events
that shaped our region and influenced a nation.
www.chestercohistorical.org?
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 12:01 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 87, Issue 7
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the
items you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that
of the single message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other
messages or change the subject line may result in your message being
rejected.
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Newspaper Indexing (BeanyCecil at aol.com)
2. Re: Newspaper Indexing (Beaver County History Center)
3. Thanks! (Elizabeth Glasgow)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 14:43:34 EST

From: BeanyCecil at aol.com
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us
Message-ID: <1ba5a4.3596d255.3a2e96e6 at aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
FamilySearch will provide free services to archives and other records
custodians who wish to digitize, index, publish, and preserve their
collections.
They provide the local society, library, organization or
government
office with copies of the film and make their copies available to the
public as
well as safeguarding the original in their Granite Mountain facility.
I do not have a current contact. The following is from 2007. "Record
custodians and archives that would like additional information regarding the
FamilySearch Records Services can contact Wayne Metcalfe
(_metcalfewj at gensocietyofutah.org_ (mailto:metcalfewj at gensocietyofutah.org)
)" Or, you might
try the current FamilySearch Chief Genealogical Officer David E. Rencher,
_RencherDE at familysearch.org_ (mailto:RencherDE at familysearch.org)
The Kansas Historical Society has thousands of reels of microfilm of
Kansas county and city government records. Most of this film came to KSHS
during
a cooperative project with the Genealogical Society of Utah, now
FamilySearch. The cooperative microfilming project of the Genealogical
Society of
Utah and the State Historical Society of Iowa have provided the
preservation
of land conveyances for almost every county. A three-year cooperative
project between the State Health Department, the Genealogical Society of
Utah,
and the Minnesota Historical Society has made the 20th-century death
records available to researchers. Amy Johnson Crow of the Ohio
Genealogical
Society, in a cooperative arrangement with FamilySearch, oversees a project
indexing Ohio tax records. The Ohio Genealogical Society provides
volunteers,
and FamilySearch provides the software.
Deborah Bruno
Menifee
In a message dated 12/6/2010 9:00:51 A.M. Pacific Standard Time,
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th century
newspapers indexed...not digitized? Please send me contact information.
Thanks.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/96cddbe
5/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Mon, 6 Dec 2010 12:18:46 -0800 (PST)
From: Beaver County History Center <beavercountyresearch at yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <626620.95143.qm at web33904.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
We have done this with the Mormon's.? You don't get microfilm, you get
external hard drives or DVDs? It's a long process, we are in year three and
we are still waiting on the last of the DVDs.
Alice Kern
President
Beaver County Genealogy & History Center
1301 Seventh Avenue
Beaver Falls, PA 15010
724-847-9253
I GoodSearch & GoodShop for the Beaver County Genealogy and History Center.
Raise money for this charity just by searching the Internet with
GoodSearch.com (powered by Yahoo), or shopping online with GoodShop.com
--- On Mon, 12/6/10, BeanyCecil at aol.com <BeanyCecil at aol.com> wrote:
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com <BeanyCecil at aol.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspaper Indexing
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us
Date: Monday, December 6, 2010, 2:43 PM

FamilySearch will provide free services to archives and other records
custodians who wish to digitize, index, publish, and preserve their
collections.? They provide the local society, library, organization or
government office with copies of the film and make their copies available to
the public as well as safeguarding the original in their Granite Mountain
facility.
?
I do not have a current contact.? The following is from 2007.? "Record
custodians and archives that would like additional information regarding the
FamilySearch Records Services can contact Wayne Metcalfe
(metcalfewj at gensocietyofutah.org)"? Or,?you might try the current
FamilySearch Chief Genealogical Officer David E. Rencher,
RencherDE at familysearch.org
?
The Kansas Historical Society has thousands of reels of microfilm of Kansas
county and city government records. Most of this film came to KSHS during a

cooperative project with the Genealogical Society of Utah, now
FamilySearch.? The cooperative microfilming project of the Genealogical
Society of Utah and the State Historical Society of Iowa have provided the
preservation of land conveyances for almost every county. A three-year
cooperative project between the State Health Department, the Genealogical
Society of Utah, and the Minnesota Historical Society has made the
20th-century death records?available to researchers.? Amy Johnson Crow of
the Ohio Genealogical Society, in a cooperative arrangement with
FamilySearch, oversees a project indexing Ohio tax records. The Ohio
Genealogical Society provides volunteers, and FamilySearch provides the
software.
?
Deborah Bruno
Menifee
?
In a message dated 12/6/2010 9:00:51 A.M. Pacific Standard Time,
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
Anyone aware of funding source(s) that will pay to have early 20th century
newspapers indexed...not digitized?? Please send me contact information.?
Thanks.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC? 28301-5000
(910) 483-7727, ext. 309
whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101206/e1153b2
6/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 7 Dec 2010 09:20:33 -0500
From: "Elizabeth Glasgow" <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks!
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<01250F374238C54087B9B6597F7695390A4F15C1 at wtcpl1.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Thanks to all the folks who sent information concerning the cataloging
of compilations and copied materials. This gives us a basis to work

from.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Avenue N.W.
Warren, Ohio 44483
330-399-8807, x130
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101207/19c9e5d
8/attachment-0001.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 46 bytes
Desc: image001.gif
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101207/19c9e5d
8/attachment-0001.gif
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 87, Issue 7
***************************************
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Wed Dec 8 11:59:47 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Wed, 08 Dec 2010 11:59:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Essex Genealogist Free for postage
Message-ID: <4CFFB983.50604@arlsmail.org>
Please contact me OFF LIST if you want these - Need your contact
information and mailing address
Laura W. Carter lcarter at arlsmail.org
The Essex Genealogist
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-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter at arlsmail.org
From dhaven at chathamlibraries.org Wed Dec 8 13:39:22 2010
From: dhaven at chathamlibraries.org (Dana Haven)
Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010 13:39:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] VA/New England publications - Free for postage
Message-ID: <FEAF0853593BAE479387EE5DB66B529A062014BC9D@mbx1>
Please respond off-list to dhaven at chathamlibraries.org<mailto:dhaven at
chathamlibraries.org> with your contact info and mailing address. Thanks!
Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter
Virginia Genealogical Society
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

XIX: No. 4 (1993)
XX: No. 5, 6 (1994)
XXI: No. 1 (1995)
XXII: No. 2 (1996)
XXII: No. 3, 6 (1996)
XXIII: No. 1, 4 (1997)
XXV: No. 1 - 6 (1999)
XXVI: No. 1, 4, 6 (2000)
XXVII: No. 1, 2, 4, 7 (2001)
XXVIII: No. 1, 2, 5, 6 ( 2001, 2002?)

New England Ancestors

New England Historic Genealogical Society
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

2:
3:
4:
5:

No.
No.
No.
No.

5-6 (2001)
1, 3, 4, 5-6 (2002)
1 - 6 (2003)
1 - 4 (2004)

FORUM
Federation of Genealogical Societies
Vol. 13: No. 3, 4 (2001)
Vol. 14: No. 1, 2 (2002)
_________________________
Dana Haven
Reference Librarian
Chatham Community Library
197 NC Hwy 87 N
Pittsboro, NC 27312
919-545-8086 or 8084
dhaven at chathamlibraries.org<mailto:dhaven at chathamlibraries.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101208/81225d0c/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Wed Dec 8 14:03:56 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Wed, 08 Dec 2010 14:03:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Few remaining Essex Genealogist listed below
Message-ID: <4CFFD69C.1040400@arlsmail.org>
Please respond Off List
The Essex Genealogist
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-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter at arlsmail.org
From landerson at alexandria.lib.va.us Wed Dec 8 16:57:21 2010
From: landerson at alexandria.lib.va.us (Leslie Anderson)
Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010 16:57:21 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] =?utf-8?q?Magzine_of_Va_Genealogy_=5BBack_Issues=3F=5D?=
In-Reply-To: <4CE42A16.7050206@juno.com>
References: <4CE3FA74.5010001@juno.com> <1290016975.385111348@192.168.2.229>
<4CE42A16.7050206@juno.com>
Message-ID: <1291845441.33312511@192.168.2.227>
Apologies for cross-posting:
For binding purposes, does anyone have these issues? Please contact offlist at
[mailto:landerson at alexandria.lib.va.us] landerson at alexandria.lib.va.us.
Thanks!
-- Virginia Genealogical Society Quarterly -- Vol. 19 #3, July-September 1981
-- The Quarterly of the Virginia Genealogical Society -- Vol. 21 #1, Jan.-March

1983

-- The Quarterly of the Virginia Genealogical Society -- Vol. 21 #2, April-June
1983

Leslie Anderson
Reference Librarian
Special Collections
[http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/] Alexandria Library
landerson at alexandria.lib.va.us
717 Queen Street, Alexandria, VA 22314-2420
Ph: 703-746-1718 Fax: 703-746-1720
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From csellers at myjclibrary.org Wed Dec 8 17:47:04 2010
From: csellers at myjclibrary.org (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010 17:47:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics
Message-ID: <AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com>
Greetings All,
Has anyone else noticed a huge drop in number of searches and document views
on Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage Quest Online over the past few
months at your library?
The overall average per month is up here for the year ... but the past three
months ALE usage has plummeted by a half or a third of usage in the same
months in 2009 and HQO usage for September and October was about half but
has returned to within a hundred of last year for November. ALE continues to
fall.
My supervisor thinks it may be that people are dropping online access from
home (which could account for HQO but not ALE). I wonder if the counters
have gone haywire. Anyone else noticing such a drop?
Thanks.
Charlotte
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist, Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street, Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812-522-3412 x256 / Fax 812-522-5456
Email: csellers at myjclibrary.org
Web: www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From riffelj at bellsouth.net Wed Dec 8 17:59:57 2010
From: riffelj at bellsouth.net (JUDY A RIFFEL)
Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010 16:59:57 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics
References: <AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <46823E739DCE47DFA80F329FDF1BEA09@userc1z2hkl8s7>
Perhaps people are opting to use FamilySearch instead.
ALE a lot less.
Judy Riffel
Baton Rouge
----- Original Message ----From: Charlotte Sellers
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 4:47 PM

I find I am using HQ and

Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics
Greetings All,
Has anyone else noticed a huge drop in number of searches and document views on
Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage Quest Online over the past few months at your
library?
The overall average per month is up here for the year ... but the past three
months ALE usage has plummeted by a half or a third of usage in the same months in
2009 and HQO usage for September and October was about half but has returned to
within a hundred of last year for November. ALE continues to fall.
My supervisor thinks it may be that people are dropping online access from home
(which could account for HQO but not ALE). I wonder if the counters have gone
haywire. Anyone else noticing such a drop?
Thanks.
Charlotte
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist, Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street, Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812-522-3412 x256 / Fax 812-522-5456
Email: csellers at myjclibrary.org
Web: www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From rroberts1861 at charter.net Wed Dec 8 18:31:14 2010
From: rroberts1861 at charter.net (Dick Roberts)
Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010 18:31:14 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] NERGC's Third Librarians' and Teachers' Day
Message-ID: <1826527718.636808.1291851078412.JavaMail.javamailuser@localhost>
NERGC's Third Librarians' and Teachers' Day will be held on Thursday, 7
April 2011 at the Springfield (Massachusetts) Marriott in conjunction
with the Eleventh New England Regional Genealogical Conference. The day
will be devoted to showing attendees how genealogy can enhance

curricula, invite new patrons, and highlight collections. All
librarians and teachers who work with family history patrons or
genealogy-related research materials will benefit from this special
event.
The cost is $35.00 per person and includes lunch compliments of
ProQuest. Attendees may opt to attend the remainder of the full
conference for an additional $75.00. For more information about the
conference, see www.NERGC.org.
8:45 A.M - 9:30 A.M.
Registration and Welcome
9:30 A.M. - 10:30 A.M.
Strategies for Making Archival Records Accessible to Genealogists
Kathleen M. Reilly
An overview of strategies used at the Berkshire Athenaeum to make
scrapbooks, pamphlets, manuscripts, maps, and photographs more
assessable to genealogists, students, and other researchers.
10:45 A.M. - 11:45 A.M.
Kids & Collections: Making Meaningful Connections
Liz Shapiro
How do you connect kids with your historical collections? The Sharon,
Connecticut Historical Society's multi-faceted approach includes the
museum website (www.sharonhist.org), Facebook, Flickr, Glogster, and a
new ?Community Curator? program to enable students in grades pre-K
through 8 to use local primary resource materials to create digital
stories about people and places through research, technology, and
collaboration, blending a dynamic multimedia swirl of photographs, text,
music, and narration.
12:00 NOON - 1:45 P.M.
Lunch, Courtesy of ProQuest
ProQuest Information and Learning
William Forsyth
2:00 P.M.- 3:00 P.M.
Bringing the Civil War to Life through Library Program and Curriculum
Development
Donna E. Walcovy, Ph.D.
The 150th anniversary of the American Civil War (or if you are from the
South, the War of Northern Aggression) begins on April 12, 2011, two
days after the NERGC conference ends. Learn how you can make the Civil
War come alive for your community, adults, visitors, teens, and
children.
3:15 P.M.- 4:15 P.M.
Illustrating the Past: Digital Images at the National Archives
Jean Nudd Elliott
Digital images are now a part of everyday life. Learn how you can locate
images from the Revolutionary War through the Vietnam era for your
clients, whether they are school children, history buffs, or
genealogists.
Richard C. Roberts
NERGC 2011 Co-Chair

From sstchr42001 at yahoo.com Wed Dec 8 21:46:26 2010
From: sstchr42001 at yahoo.com (Susan Taylor)
Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010 18:46:26 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] cancel
Message-ID: <88761.2314.qm@web110204.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
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From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Thu Dec 9 10:12:48 2010
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 09:12:48 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics
In-Reply-To: <46823E739DCE47DFA80F329FDF1BEA09@userc1z2hkl8s7>
References: <AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com>
<46823E739DCE47DFA80F329FDF1BEA09@userc1z2hkl8s7>
Message-ID: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F3864053A5B45@carrch23.carrollton.com>
We dropped ALE in October because of low user statistics. The recent
improvements to familysearch.org have really helped fill the gap. I
have found a lot of good, documented information through their pilot and
beta programs.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library at Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX

75006

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of JUDY A

RIFFEL
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 5:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics

Perhaps people are opting to use FamilySearch instead.
using HQ and ALE a lot less.

I find I am

Judy Riffel
Baton Rouge
----- Original Message ----From: Charlotte Sellers <mailto:csellers at myjclibrary.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 4:47 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics

Greetings All,

Has anyone else noticed a huge drop in number of searches and
document views on Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage Quest Online
over the past few months at your library?

The overall average per month is up here for the year ... but
the past three months ALE usage has plummeted by a half or a third of
usage in the same months in 2009 and HQO usage for September and October
was about half but has returned to within a hundred of last year for
November. ALE continues to fall.

My supervisor thinks it may be that people are dropping online
access from home (which could account for HQO but not ALE). I wonder if
the counters have gone haywire. Anyone else noticing such a drop?

Thanks.
Charlotte
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist, Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street, Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812-522-3412 x256 / Fax 812-522-5456
Email: csellers at myjclibrary.org
Web: www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Thu Dec 9 10:32:22 2010
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 10:32:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry/HQ stats
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF741DF88D38@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Ancestry and Heritage Quest usage at Fairfax County Public Library
FY 11 DATABASE USAGE
Views are used unless unavailable*
FCPL SUBSCRIPTIONS JUL
APR MAY JUN TOTALS

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR

Ancestry Library Edition 25,566 19,800 21,417 21,840
88,623
Heritage Quest
115,447

38,978 26,941 26,135 23,393

FY 10 DATABASE USAGE
Views are used unless unavailable*
FCPL SUBSCRIPTIONS JUL
FEB
MAR
APR

AUG
MAY

SEP
OCT
JUN TOTALS

NOV

DEC

JAN

Ancestry Library Edition 32,011 40,859 23,665 28,386 30,387 15,941
22,288 21,854 31,929 32,195 28,882 26,808 335,205
Heritage Quest
29,987 32,248 24,733 27,771 26,499 27,720
35,697 41,251 48,179 36,719 35,437 34,231 400,472

FY 09 DATABASE USAGE

Views are used unless unavailable*
FCPL SUBSCRIPTIONS
FEB
MAR
APR

JUL
MAY

AUG
JUN

SEP

OCT
TOTALS

NOV

DEC

JAN

Ancestry Library Edition 110,595 93,749 75,379 29,325 24,916 21,340
25,345 27,221 37,871 30,093 25,739 22,045
523,618
Heritage Quest
68,671 36,798 34,988 28,790 29,700
27,548 32,137 36,019 37,075 30,449 25,717 28,386
416,278

It does seem that our stats are down; some of this is due to reduced
hours in FY 2010 and 2011 across the branch spectrum (both databases are
available in all our 23 branches). Our computer system was upgraded to
IE 8 in past months and we are still experiencing difficulties accessing
Ancestry on our database computers. I will point out that HQ competes
with our Value Line database for heaviest used and Ancestry comes in
third. These are ahead of everything else we offer. This year we added
Accessible Archives and that is only available in the Virginia Room. It
is averaging close to 240 uses a month and again, we have had trouble
with it since the upgrades occurred. It does seem to be back on track
now.

Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6227x6
suzanne.levy at fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr
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From AMendoza at dar.org Thu Dec 9 11:25:47 2010
From: AMendoza at dar.org (Mendoza, Amado)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 11:25:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] More Duplicate Periodicals to Donate!!
Message-ID: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB410187BF9A@Mail2.darlib.org>
Dear Sir or Madam,

The Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) Library in Washington ,
DC has duplicate periodicals with genealogical and historical
information to donate. They are complete or nearly complete runs, and
many come from other libraries and have markings on the front cover and
elsewhere. Items requested will be mailed to you as media mail via the

U.S. Postal Service. Requests will be considered on a first come, first
serve basis. To submit a request, please follow the directions below:

*
Send an e-mail to amendoza at dar.org, identifying the exact
title(s) and volume(s) wanted. Requests sent to the entire e-mail
listserv will not be considered. Include your mailing address and
indicate if the periodicals should be sent to the attention of a
particular person or department.

*
If the shipment of your periodicals costs $10.00 or more, we ask
for a reimbursement. A total shipping cost invoice will be mailed with
your shipment. Please mail your check (made payable to "Treasurer
General, NSDAR") and a copy of the invoice to:

NSDAR Library
Attn: Serials Coordinator
1776 D St., NW
Washington, DC 20006

Duplicates to donate below. More to come in future emails!

LOUISIANA

Title: New Orleans Genesis
Author: Genealogical Research Society of New Orleans
Index to v. 5 (issues 17-20)

v. 41, nos. 161, 162

Title: The Historic New Orleans Collection Quarterly
v. 23, no. 2 (Spring 2005)
v. 24, no. 1 (Winter 2007)

Title: Le Raconteur
Author: Le Comite des Archives de la Louisiane
v. 19, nos. 3-4 (issues combined)
v. 24, no. 1

Title: Claiborne Parish Trails
Author: John C. and Wanda Head
v. 5, no. 1

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Title: New Hampshire Genealogical Record
Author: The New Hampshire Society of Genealogists, Inc.
v. 22, no. 3 (Whole no. 87, July 2005)-4 copies of this issue available.
v. 22, no. 4 (Whole no. 88, October 2005)
v. 23, nos. 1-2 (issues combined) (Whole nos. 89-90, Jan-April 2006)

Title: Old Dartmouth Historical Sketches
Auth: Old Dartmouth Historical Society
No. 55

Title: New Hampshire Society of Genealogists newsletter
Author: New Hampshire Society of Genealogists
v. 26, nos. 1-2
v. 25, no. 3
v. 24, no. 2
v. 15, nos. 1-4
v. 14, nos. 2-4
v. 13, nos. 1-4
v. 12, nos. 1-4
v. 11, nos. 1-4

(older issues)
Pg. 1, no. 1 (1990)
Pg. 17, no.

2

(1990)

Pg. 17, no. 2 (1989)
Pg. 29, no.3 (1989)
Pg. 43, no. 4 (1989)

Pg. 1, no.1 (1988)
Pg. 17, no. 2 (1988)
Pg. 31, no. 3 (1988)
Pg. 43, no. 4 (1988)

Pg. 1, no. 1 (1987)
Pg. 17, no. 2 (1987)
Pg. 33, no. 3 (1987)
Pg. 49, no. 4 (1987)

Title: Newsletter of the New Hampshire Committee
Author: University of NH Dept. of History, The New Hampshire Committee
for the Promotion of History
v. 6, nos. 1, 2,

Title: Newsletter of the His. Soc. of Cheshire County
Auth: His. Soc. of Cheshire County
v. 23, no. 1

Title: Kinship Chronicle
v. 4, nos. 1-3
v. 4 index
v. 5, nos. 1-4
v. 5 index
v. 6, nos. 1-4
v. 6 index
v. 7, nos. 1-4
v. 7 index
v. 8, nos. 1-4
v. 8
v. 9, nos. 1-4
v. 10, nos. 1-4
v. 11, nos. 1-4
v. 12, nos. 1-4

Title: Historical New Hampshire
Auth: New Hampshire Historical Society
v. 53, nos. 1-2 (issues combined)
v. 54, nos. 1-2 (issues combined)
v. 58, nos. 1-4

v. 59, no 2
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From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Dec 9 11:41:30 2010
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 11:41:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics
References: <AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org>
I think no one wants to admit it, but genealogy "library researchers"
are disappearing. The last three months were the worst statistics that I
have had in 10 years and the trend started earlier this year. ALE and HQ
were way down and our in-house computer usage dropped by 50%. We may
lose our computers to other departments in the library. Our book count
hardly exists. With over 30,000 titles, you would think something would
get used. <g>

In talking to other libraries and genealogy societies, it appears they
are seeing less attendance at meetings (unless it is a computer-related
program) and rarely do people go to the library asking for genealogy
help. Glad to see that Fairfax is doing so well.

My day-to-day job is all local history requests and that does keep me so
busy. I am planning to expand that department physically and take the
space from the genealogy area. I am also no longer purchasing genealogy
materials. We need the space for our local history collections.

Recently, I had a program to help patrons with one-on-one help by a
group of consultants (volunteers.) It was an overwhelming response. BUT,
even though the patrons learned a lot about using the library and
finding out the resources are NOT all online, I really don't think they
believe us. <G> Most signed up because they thought it was all about
teaching them how to use the genealogy programs on the computer.

I know it must be my age, but I am really scared about the lack of
research skills even in the older people who think Google is the
encyclopedia of all life!

Happy Holidays everyone!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Charlotte
Sellers
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 5:47 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics

Greetings All,

Has anyone else noticed a huge drop in number of searches and document
views on Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage Quest Online over the
past few months at your library?

The overall average per month is up here for the year ... but the past
three months ALE usage has plummeted by a half or a third of usage in
the same months in 2009 and HQO usage for September and October was
about half but has returned to within a hundred of last year for
November. ALE continues to fall.

My supervisor thinks it may be that people are dropping online access
from home (which could account for HQO but not ALE). I wonder if the
counters have gone haywire. Anyone else noticing such a drop?

Thanks.
Charlotte
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist, Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street, Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812-522-3412 x256 / Fax 812-522-5456
Email: csellers at myjclibrary.org
Web: www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From dsmith at usf.edu Thu Dec 9 13:00:37 2010
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 13:00:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics
In-Reply-To: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org>
References: <AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com>
<E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8aS@mail.gmail.com>
Here in Tampa, Florida, we're seeing very good turnout at our monthly
society meetings (which are held in the main public library's
auditorium), and we're seeing increasing membership. And many of our
society's educational programs are not computer-related (at least not
explicitly so).
I'd have to ask our local public librarians what the genealogy
database usage is. Certainly, people are going to prefer to access
materials from home, but in tight economic times, it strikes me that
more people would visit their local public library branch to access a
database for free instead of paying hundreds of dollars per year to
access those same databases from home.
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
On Thu, Dec 9, 2010 at 11:41 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
> In talking to other libraries and genealogy societies, it appears they are
> seeing less attendance at meetings (unless it is a computer-related program)
> and rarely do people go to the library asking for genealogy help.
From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Thu Dec 9 13:46:49 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 13:46:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Rare/Out of Print Books for Historical and

Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8aS@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org>
<AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8aS@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
One thing that I have just recently discovered is the tremendous wealth
of non-copyrighted books available on Google books that are a tremendous
historical and genealogical resource.
I attended a conference session in Knoxville in August led by a
reference librarian from a university in Florida concerning the books
and family histories that you can access on Google books as well as
other sources. I have been working on a book-length Civil War history
and have discovered nearly every one of the rare out-of-print unit
histories I would like to have referenced available in PDF format and
downloadable for free.
So, there are some drawbacks to the online world but there are some open
doors to books that most of us might not even be able to access by
interlibrary loan.
Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
From wblohm at gailborden.info Thu Dec 9 14:02:29 2010
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 13:02:29 -0600 (CST)
Subject: [Genealib] Online Rare/Out of Print Books for Historical and
Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC3191
49B1580A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org>
<AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8aS@mail.gmail.com>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <1291921349.296526516@192.168.4.58>
Don't forget all the public domain texts available in multiple formats at the
Internet Archive: [http://www.archive.org/details/texts]
http://www.archive.org/details/texts

William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian& Collection Development Manager
Gail Borden PublicLibrary District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120
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From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Thu Dec 9 14:14:54 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 14:14:54 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
http://www.history.ky.gov/sub.php?pageid=39&sectionid=3
Kentucky Ancestors (since 1965) Table of Contents (PDF)

http://www.history.ky.gov/sub.php?pageid=118&sectionid=3
Five years of Kentucky Ancestors in PDF and free to download

If you have research customers wanting to do Kentucky genealogical
research, you can search and download a PDF of the entire Table of
Contents from the publication's beginning in 1965 at the above link.

And, you can also access five years of Kentucky Ancestors by accessing
the second Web link above.

Anyone wishing to obtain copies of articles can contact the Kentucky
Historical Society, and you can also arrange a subscription by
contacting KHS.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101209/0f6baab7/
attachment.html
From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov

Thu Dec

9 14:31:39 2010

From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 14:31:39 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816901@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
If anyone is interested, I pulled my over eight years as a reference
librarian and the staff genealogical librarian here at the Kentucky
Historical Society together into a talk I've given several times on
"Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research." My most enthusiastic
audiences have been the ones containing folks like you and me who have
been on the receiving end of historical and genealogical research
requests and who have also attempted to do research as well.

If anyone would like a copy of the PowerPoint I used to give the talk
for any location presentation you might want to adapt it for, please
email me at don.rightmyer at ky.gov and I'll be glad to share it with you.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101209/
b2ae2978/attachment.html
From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Thu Dec 9 16:17:24 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 16:17:24 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
To all of you who sent an email requesting a copy of my talk and didn't
hear back today - I was in a meeting and will respond to all of you
tomorrow.

Thanks for your interest.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101209/6103f56e/
attachment.html
From nanlauer at comcast.net Thu Dec 9 16:33:43 2010
From: nanlauer at comcast.net (Nancy Lauer)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 21:33:43 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID:
<86894926.507293.1291930423971.JavaMail.root@sz0166a.westchester.pa.mail.comcast.ne
t>

Don,

I would appreciate a copy.

thanks,

Nancy
nanlauer at comcast.net
----- Original Message ----From: "Don Rightmyer (Historical Society" <Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, December 9, 2010 4:17:24 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research

To all of you who sent an email requesting a copy of my talk and didn?t hear back
today ? I was in a meeting and will respond to all of you tomorrow.?

Thanks for your interest.

Don Rightmyer

Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101209/2c22e230/
attachment.html
From csellers at myjclibrary.org Thu Dec 9 17:14:57 2010
From: csellers at myjclibrary.org (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 17:14:57 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Rare/Out of Print Books for Historical and
Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References: <AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com>
<E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org>
<AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8aS@mail.gmail.com>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <AANLkTinD1WUpco_51HummRm=6cu+nk4_54jUxbEgbx4j@mail.gmail.com>
Here's the story of a great experience I had with Google Books about a year
ago in my personal research for "common folks" I wouldn't have expected to
find there: http://myjclibrarylh.blogspot.com/2010_06_01_archive.html.
The Google Books part is near the end of the story. I'd never thought about
that archive including government documents and newsletters from religious
organizations in addition to books. Now that's a larger part of my library
genealogy classes!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist, Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street, Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812-522-3412 x256 / Fax 812-522-5456
Email: csellers at myjclibrary.org
Web: www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory

On Thu, Dec 9, 2010 at 1:46 PM, Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society <
Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

One thing that I have just recently discovered is the tremendous wealth
of non-copyrighted books available on Google books that are a tremendous
historical and genealogical resource.
I attended a conference session in Knoxville in August led by a
reference librarian from a university in Florida concerning the books
and family histories that you can access on Google books as well as
other sources. I have been working on a book-length Civil War history
and have discovered nearly every one of the rare out-of-print unit
histories I would like to have referenced available in PDF format and
downloadable for free.

>
> So, there are some drawbacks to the online world but there are some open
> doors to books that most of us might not even be able to access by
> interlibrary loan.
>
> Don Rightmyer
> Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
> Kentucky Historical Society
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101209/92c114de/
attachment.html
From l.feil at sjcpl.org Thu Dec 9 18:50:04 2010
From: l.feil at sjcpl.org (Libby Feil)
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 18:50:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics
In-Reply-To: <mailman.51.1291914037.23226.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.51.1291914037.23226.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <a06200702c926c3beea1e@[10.0.34.190]>
Hi, all-I've found this discussion fascinating. Thanks to all for
sharing their input!
We've actually noticed an uptick in our Ancestry and Heritage
Quest statistics recently, and find usage to be roughly comparable to
what it was last year and even a few years ago. I'm sure that some
libraries are experiencing declines in usage, but wanted to point out
that there are two reasons why some libraries might SEEM to be
experiencing drops when in fact they are not.
The first one is that the stats supplied by ProQuest for
these databases can fluctuate widely for no apparent reason. We've
found them on many occasions to be unreliable. Also, Ancestry and
HeritageQuest have a habit of suddenly changing their definition of
searches and document views, which makes long-term comparisons
impossible. And each different genealogy and other database seemed
to give us different stats, some for searches and some for home page
hits and so on. (To deal with these statistics irregularities, a few
years ago my library's database committee changed how we keep track
of our statistics internally for purposes of analysis such as
calculating our return on investment. We began using a click counter
which tracks hits on each database's home search page by means of
special links. With this method, we can compare oranges to oranges
to see how the databases are being used relative to each other and to
their cost. Ideally we'd be able to track the number of searches on
all the sites, but we haven't found a way to do that yet.)
Additionally, statistics may fluctuate from month to month
rather severely if you don't keep track of time-related figures. For
instance, I calculate how many hours Ancestry is available to patrons
each month (number of hours total that all our library branches are
open each month) and of how many hours HeritageQuest is available to
patrons each month (24 hours a day, obviously, but the number of days
is different from month to month). By looking at use per hour, I can

compare Ancestry and HeritageQuest use to each other each month and
historically, and can compare them to other databases' usage as well.
By taking into account the fluctuating nature of official
stats from ProQuest and by accounting for the different number of
days each month and the different number of hours that we are open
each month, we feel we are getting a more accurate comparison. And
our figures don't show any steep declines, recently or over time.
In addition, although we are definitely encouraging patrons
to use FamilySearch.org's new sites with actual digitized material,
they still do not come close to offering the variety of material that
Ancestry does. I don't think it's good enough yet to be an
acceptable substitute for Ancestry, and there's little reason to
think that the two websites will ever contain mostly the same
material. I think they will remain, as they are now, complementary.
So we're definitely not even contemplating giving up our subscription
to Ancestry -- or HeritageQuest.
Fortunately, our circulation figures are remaining high, too.
(At first glance they are, but again, when I take into account the
lower number of hours our room is open these days it becomes clear
that our circulation figures have been better this year than they
were in 2008 and 2007.)
Then again, maybe we've just got an extremely dedicated group
of researchers up here! We've always thought our patrons are pretty
great!
Best wishes,
Libby
>Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010 17:47:04 -0500
>From: Charlotte Sellers <csellers at myjclibrary.org>
>Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Database Statistics
>To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>Greetings All,
>
>Has anyone else noticed a huge drop in number of searches and document views
>on Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage Quest Online over the past few
>months at your library?
>
>...
>
>My supervisor thinks it may be that people are dropping online access from
>home (which could account for HQO but not ALE). I wonder if the counters
>have gone haywire. Anyone else noticing such a drop?
>
>Thanks.
>Charlotte
>
>----------------------------->
>Perhaps people are opting to use FamilySearch instead. I find I am
>using HQ and ALE a lot less.
>
>Judy Riffel
>Baton Rouge
>
>----------------------------->
>We dropped ALE in October because of low user statistics. The recent
>improvements to familysearch.org have really helped fill the gap. I

>have found a lot of good, documented information through their pilot and
>beta programs.
>
>Lynette V. Jones
>
>----------------------------->
>It does seem that our stats are down; some of this is due to reduced
>hours in FY 2010 and 2011 across the branch spectrum (both databases are
>available in all our 23 branches). Our computer system was upgraded to
>IE 8 in past months and we are still experiencing difficulties accessing
>Ancestry on our database computers. I will point out that HQ competes
>with our Value Line database for heaviest used and Ancestry comes in
>third. These are ahead of everything else we offer. This year we added
>Accessible Archives and that is only available in the Virginia Room. It
>is averaging close to 240 uses a month and again, we have had trouble
>with it since the upgrades occurred. It does seem to be back on track
>now.
>
>Suzanne Levy
>
>----------------------------->
>I think no one wants to admit it, but genealogy "library researchers"
>are disappearing. The last three months were the worst statistics that I
>have had in 10 years and the trend started earlier this year. ALE and HQ
>were way down and our in-house computer usage dropped by 50%. We may
>lose our computers to other departments in the library. Our book count
>hardly exists. With over 30,000 titles, you would think something would
>get used. <g>
>
>In talking to other libraries and genealogy societies, it appears they
>are seeing less attendance at meetings (unless it is a computer-related
>program) and rarely do people go to the library asking for genealogy
>help. Glad to see that Fairfax is doing so well.
>
>Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
-Elizabeth "Libby" Feil, Librarian
MA, MLS
Manager, Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 S. Main St.
South Bend, IN 46601
574-282-4621
l.feil at sjcpl.org
AIM: asksjcpllh
Website: http://www.libraryforlife.org/localhistory/
Facebook fan page:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/South-Bend-IN/St-Joseph-County-Public-Library/
126581663534
Subscribe to our monthly Local & Family History e-newsletter:
mailto:l.feil at sjcpl.org?subject=e-newsletter?body=subscribe_me
Come see what we have @ the destination library for St. Joseph County research!

From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Fri Dec 10 08:46:23 2010
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 07:46:23 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Don, I did not request one previously, but may I do so now? I'd greatly appreciate
receiving a copy.
Thanks!
~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
2507 Tannehill Drive
Houston, Texas 77008-3052
713.864-6862
----- Original Message ----From: Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, December 09, 2010 3:17 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
To all of you who sent an email requesting a copy of my talk and didn't hear back
today - I was in a meeting and will respond to all of you tomorrow.

Thanks for your interest.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/59d97f7e/
attachment.html

From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Fri Dec 10 10:16:30 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 10:16:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@TreviaBeverlyPC>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you
did not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
free to reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the
PP and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/7f7f9ad9/
attachment.html
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Fri Dec 10 10:27:58 2010
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 09:27:58 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@Trevi
aBeverlyPC>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9404478E31@magneto.wals.local>

Don,

Could I have that too, please? munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org.

Thanks

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer,
Don (Historical Society
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 9:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical
Research

I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you
did not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
free to reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the
PP and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/

ce50f040/attachment.html
From genealogy at meyersdalelibrary.com Fri Dec 10 10:31:50 2010
From: genealogy at meyersdalelibrary.com (Cynthia Mason)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 10:31:50 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@Trevi
aBeverlyPC>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <FFCDA150516B451F85CCB497E9E72228@CYNTHIA>
Greetings-I received the .pdf article but not the PowerPoint.
much appreciate receiving the latter.

I would very

Thanks so much, Cynthia Mason

New email:

genealogy at meyersdalelibrary.com

_____
From: Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society [mailto:Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov]
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 10:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research

I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you did
not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel free to

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the PP
and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/7073fae7/
attachment.html
From Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov Fri Dec 10 10:41:48 2010
From: Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov (Stelling, Shari [DCA])
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 09:41:48 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@TreviaBeverlyPC>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID:
<FCCCD1E5B5BD6645A1E7BE50D834087B4842213136@iowajhnex111.iowa.gov.state.ia.us>
Hi! I didn't receive the PowerPoint either, but I did get the article.
--Shari

Thanks!

********************************
Shari S. Stelling
State Historical Society of Iowa Library
600 East Locust
Des Moines, IA 50319
515-281-5070
email: Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 9:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published article on
the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you did not get one or
both from me, please let me know.
The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel free to

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the PP and
would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.
Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/
cf40c318/attachment-0001.html
From csokal at charter.net

Fri Dec 10 10:59:55 2010

From: csokal at charter.net (Charlene Sokal)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 10:59:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@TreviaBeverlyPC>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <002a01cb9883$4cf14890$e6d3d9b0$@net>
Would you be kind enough to e-mail your Power Point and Article? Charlene
Key Sokal, csokal at charter.net, 10 Burgess Road, Worcester, MA 01609

Many thanks.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer, Don
(Historical Society
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 10:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research

I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you did
not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel free to

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the PP
and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/992a884e/
attachment.html
From Donna at health.ok.gov Fri Dec 10 11:08:25 2010
From: Donna at health.ok.gov (Johnson, Donna)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 10:08:25 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@Trevi
aBeverlyPC>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <8E8CA10A7F76C441B3D50E9690272A27052B83D2@CONRAD.DOH.OK>
Hi Don:

I have not received the PP or the article.
donna at health.ok.gov

Please!!

Thank you,
Donna Johnson

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer,
Don (Historical Society
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 9:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical
Research

I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you
did not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
free to reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the
PP and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/
e01d9d47/attachment.html
From me.rogan at plfdpl.info Fri Dec 10 11:21:39 2010
From: me.rogan at plfdpl.info (MaryEllen Rogan)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 11:21:39 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <4D025393.5010504@plfdpl.info>
Don
I didn't get either the PowerPoint or the article as of yet
Thanks
Mary Ellen Rogan
Mary Ellen Rogan
Assistant Director and Coordinator of Collection Development
Plainfield Public Library
800 Park Avenue
Plainfield, NJ 07060
908-757-1111 ext 132
me.rogan at plfdpl.info
On 12/9/2010 2:14 PM, Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society wrote:
>
> http://www.history.ky.gov/sub.php?pageid=39&sectionid=3
>
> /Kentucky// Ancestors/ (since 1965) Table of Contents (PDF)
>
> http://www.history.ky.gov/sub.php?pageid=118&sectionid=3
>
> Five years of /Kentucky Ancestors/ in PDF and free to download
>
> If you have research customers wanting to do Kentucky genealogical
> research, you can search and download a PDF of the entire Table of
> Contents from the publication's beginning in 1965 at the above link.
>
> And, you can also access five years of /Kentucky Ancestors/ by
> accessing the second Web link above.

>
> Anyone wishing to obtain copies of articles can contact the Kentucky
> Historical Society, and you can also arrange a subscription by
> contacting KHS.
>
> Don Rightmyer
>
> Editor, /Kentucky// Ancestors/
>
> Kentucky Historical Society
>
> Frankfort, Kentucky
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/063a66aa/
attachment.html
From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Fri Dec 10 11:21:53 2010
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 10:21:53 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@TreviaBeverlyPC>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <4D01FF41020000C10000BA37@grpwise.ci.grapevine.tx.us>
Don, I received the article but not the PowerPoint....
Nancy
>>> "Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society" <Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov> 12/10/2010 9:16
AM >>>
I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you
did not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
free to reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the
PP and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky

From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Fri Dec 10 11:23:12 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 11:23:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <4D01FF41020000C10000BA37@grpwise.ci.grapevine.tx.us>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@Trevi
aBeverlyPC><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<4D01FF41020000C10000BA37@grpwise.ci.grapevine.tx.us>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816958@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Here you go.

Thanks for letting me know.

Don
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy
Maxwell
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 11:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical
Research
Don, I received the article but not the PowerPoint....
Nancy
>>> "Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society" <Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov>
12/10/2010 9:16 AM >>>
I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you
did not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
free to reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the
PP and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Armchair Genealogy.ppt
Type: application/vnd.ms-powerpoint
Size: 128000 bytes
Desc: Armchair Genealogy.ppt
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/
f3c727d0/attachment-0001.ppt
From Donna at health.ok.gov Fri Dec 10 11:41:02 2010
From: Donna at health.ok.gov (Johnson, Donna)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 10:41:02 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816958@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@Trevi
aBeverlyPC><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><4D01FF4
1020000C10000BA37@grpwise.ci.grapevine.tx.us>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816958@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <8E8CA10A7F76C441B3D50E9690272A27052B83D3@CONRAD.DOH.OK>
Hi again Don:
Some of us have received the PP, but not the article.
to send that also?

Can you arrange

Thanks,
Donna Johnson
donna at health.ok.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer,
Don (Historical Society
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 10:23 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical

Research
Here you go.

Thanks for letting me know.

Don
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy
Maxwell
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 11:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical
Research
Don, I received the article but not the PowerPoint....
Nancy
>>> "Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society" <Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov>
12/10/2010 9:16 AM >>>
I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you
did not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
free to reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the
PP and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Fri Dec 10 11:39:09 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 11:39:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <4D025393.5010504@plfdpl.info>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158

0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C
952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<4D025393.5010504@plfdpl.info>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816965@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of MaryEllen
Rogan
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 11:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical
Research

Don
I didn't get either the PowerPoint or the article as of yet
Thanks
Mary Ellen Rogan

Mary Ellen Rogan
Assistant Director and Coordinator of Collection Development
Plainfield Public Library
800 Park Avenue
Plainfield, NJ 07060
908-757-1111 ext 132
me.rogan at plfdpl.info
On 12/9/2010 2:14 PM, Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society wrote:
http://www.history.ky.gov/sub.php?pageid=39&sectionid=3
<http://www.history.ky.gov/sub.php?pageid=39&sectionid=3>
Kentucky Ancestors (since 1965) Table of Contents (PDF)

http://www.history.ky.gov/sub.php?pageid=118&sectionid=3
Five years of Kentucky Ancestors in PDF and free to download

If you have research customers wanting to do Kentucky genealogical

research, you can search and download a PDF of the entire Table of
Contents from the publication's beginning in 1965 at the above link.

And, you can also access five years of Kentucky Ancestors by accessing
the second Web link above.

Anyone wishing to obtain copies of articles can contact the Kentucky
Historical Society, and you can also arrange a subscription by
contacting KHS.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/
dfd53812/attachment-0001.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Armchair Genealogy.ppt
Type: application/vnd.ms-powerpoint
Size: 128000 bytes
Desc: Armchair Genealogy.ppt
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/
dfd53812/attachment-0001.ppt
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Dec 10 12:36:30 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 12:36:30 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Essex Genealogist issues gone
Message-ID: <33530.168.12.1.91.1292002590.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>

Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street

Athens, GA
30606
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/993cfe3c/
attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/993cfe3c/
attachment-0001.html
From ecoldren at lancaster.lib.pa.us Fri Dec 10 13:56:05 2010
From: ecoldren at lancaster.lib.pa.us (Erin Coldren)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 13:56:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816901@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816901@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <93B116B4D18DE241B63206D5F4D6E9FB058E2162B4@mail.lanco.lib>
Mr. Rightmeyer,
If you would be so kind as to send me a copy of your materials, it sounds like it
would be very helpful.
Thank you,
Erin M. Coldren
Reference Librarian
125 North Duke Street
Lancaster PA, 17602
717 239-2118
717 394-3083 (fax)
ecoldren at lancaster.lib.pa.us<mailto:ecoldren at lancaster.lib.pa.us>
GoodSearch, powered by Yahoo's search engine, will pay the Library 1cent every time
you use it for a search. Just designate The Lancaster Public Library in the "Who
do you GoodSearch for?" box and click verify. It's easy! Just go to
www.goodsearch.com<http://www.goodsearch.com/> and sign up today!
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society
Sent: Thursday, December 09, 2010 2:32 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research
If anyone is interested, I pulled my over eight years as a reference librarian and
the staff genealogical librarian here at the Kentucky Historical Society together
into a talk I've given several times on "Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research."
My most enthusiastic audiences have been the ones containing folks like you and me
who have been on the receiving end of historical and genealogical research requests
and who have also attempted to do research as well.

If anyone would like a copy of the PowerPoint I used to give the talk for any
location presentation you might want to adapt it for, please email me at
don.rightmyer at ky.gov<mailto:don.rightmyer at ky.gov> and I'll be glad to share
it with you.
Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/
f573148a/attachment.html
From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Fri Dec 10 14:15:04 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 14:15:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Mis-Sends on Request for Material
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816996@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>

My apologies to list members who were not requesting the long distance
research PPT. I may have inadvertently sent it to you anyway.

Thanks to all of you who did request the materials.
helpful to you.

I hope they are

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/
d4099812/attachment.html
From pdsmith at robertrowe.lib.il.us Fri Dec 10 14:20:17 2010
From: pdsmith at robertrowe.lib.il.us (Patricia D. Smith)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 13:20:17 -0600 (CST)
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research
In-Reply-To: <93B116B4D18DE241B63206D5F4D6E9FB058E2162B4@mail.lanco.lib>
Message-ID: <2257444.803.1292008817054.JavaMail.root@www.palslib.org>
I would greatly appreciate a copy of your powerpoint on doing long distance
genealogy reference work. Thank you for sharing.
Patti Smith
pdsmith at robertrowe.lib.il.us

From: "Erin Coldren" <ecoldren at lancaster.lib.pa.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 12:56:05 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research

Mr. Rightmeyer,

If you would be so kind as to send me a copy of your materials, it sounds like it
would be very helpful.

Thank you,
Erin M. Coldren
Reference Librarian
125 North Duke Street
Lancaster PA, 17602
717 239-2118
717 394-3083 (fax)
ecoldren at lancaster.lib.pa.us

GoodSearch, powered by Yahoo?s search engine, will pay the Library 1cent every time
you use it for a search. Just designate The Lancaster Public Library in the ?Who do
you GoodSearch for?? box and click verify. It?s easy! Just go to www.goodsearch.com
and sign up today!

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society
Sent: Thursday, December 09, 2010 2:32 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research

If anyone is interested, I pulled my over eight years as a reference librarian and
the staff genealogical librarian here at the Kentucky Historical Society together
into a talk I?ve given several times on ?Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research.?
My most enthusiastic audiences have been the ones containing folks like you and me
who have been on the receiving end of historical and genealogical research requests
and who have also attempted to do research as well.

If anyone would like a copy of the PowerPoint I used to give the talk for any
location presentation you might want to adapt it for, please email me at
don.rightmyer at ky.gov and I?ll be glad to share it with you.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Patti Smith
Robert W. Rowe Public Library
P.O.Box 358
Sheridan, Il.60551
815-496-2031
pdsmith at robertrowe.lib.il.us
"I have found that among its other benefits,
giving liberates the soul of the giver."
Maya Angelou
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/
c90c1c70/attachment.html
From royalhouses at uwclub.net Fri Dec 10 14:24:16 2010
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 19:24:16 -0000
Subject: [Genealib] New volumes of ROYAL GENEALOGY.
Message-ID: <92441D23F56F4E3E9108D0B9EF4873A8@EndUserPC>
TWO NEW BOOKS:
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA & SAXONY
of W?RTTEMBERG & HANOVER

The German Kingdoms

EUROPEAN ROYAL AND NOBLE GENEALOGY IN FULL DETAIL - An essential for genealogical
researchers.

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE

This series of books, published in England, provides an extraordinarily wide
ranging genealogy of noble families across Europe, including descendants who live

in the United States and Canada:

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE publishes 29 volumes, covering all the leading European
Royal Dynasties and their descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out
in inter-connecting royal family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books
cover the reigning monarchies of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the
former monarchies of Europe. They include the British Royal House, now the House
of Windsor, descended from Queen Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart,
Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg,
Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of
Scandinavia, the Benelux, Iberia, Italy and the Balkans, and the former German
Kingdoms. In all cases the full descent is shown, extending to related noble and
commoner families, including in the U.S.A.

They have recently published a very thorough set of 9 volumes, which spreads the
net further into the remoter parts of these family networks:

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN
The Descendants of the Stuart Kings.

This series, covering all the descendants of King James I (except for the
descendants of King George I who are covered by the six-volume GREAT BRITAIN
series), descending from 1566 through seventeen generations to the present day 444 years! These include some interesting U.S. families.

Due to the vast size of the work, it has been split into nine-volumes. The Stuart
legitimist line's descent is contained in its entirety in Volume 1. The remaining
volumes have been divided into six substantial lines of descent. Volume 2 covers
the Bourbons of France and Italy and the Habsburgs, together with a massive array
of German, Austrian and Italian noble houses. Volume 3 covers the House of Salm,
the Belgian Houses of Ligne and Cro?, and many Belgian, French, German, Italian and
Spanish noble houses. It is so vast that it is in turn split into A and B volumes.
Volume 4 covers the entire descent of the Belgian Ducal House of Ursel, including a
numerous set of French and Belgian noble houses. Due to its size, it is also split
into two. Volume 5 covers the Spanish and Portuguese royal descendants together
with a galaxy of their own noble houses. Volume 6, uniquely, covers a range of
British noble families, descended from the Marquesses of Lothian. Volume 7 covers
the Degenfeld-Schonburg descendants, with a wide range of German and Austrian
mediatised houses, and related German and Hungarian noble houses.

ALL THE BOOKS INCLUDE FAMILIES NOW RESIDENT IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

See their website for full details of each individual book (press on book title for
description).:

http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk.

They are essential tools for Genealogists, particularly in researching their
European ancestry. They are supplied to libraries in the U.S, and Canada, and also
in the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and many European countries. They
are also supplied to European royal families, academic libraries, genealogists and
the media.

New Titles:

The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA & SAXONY
The genealogy of the Wittelsbach and Wettin dynasties of these two former Kingdoms
are covered from their establishment in 1806 down to the present day. The
Wittelsbach Spanish line and Greek Kingdom are included together with the
Leuchtenberg Dukedom. The future succession of the Saxon House is also detailed.
176 pages.

?P. Arnold 2010

ISBN 978-0-9560158-8-4

The German Kingdoms of W?RTTEMBERG & HANOVER
The genealogy of the W?rttemberg and Guelph dynasties of these two former Kingdoms
are covered from their establishment in 1806 and 1814 respectively, down to the
present day. The W?rttemberg morganatic lines of Teck and Urach are included, with
an explanation of the 1921 succession, and the Boris Johnson connection. The
Hanoverian line after the separation from the British Crown in 1837 is fully
detailed, including the Duchy of Brunswick. 214 pages.

?P. Arnold 2010

ISBN 978-0-9560158-9-1

FULL LIST:

GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The Family of H.M. Queen Victoria.

Volume 2 - The Families of the British Consorts.
Volume 3 - The Descendants of King George III

including the Fitz-Clarence family.

Volume 4 - The Descendants of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
Volume 5 -

The Descendants of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 and Index

-

9 volumes

Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,

Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3

-

The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes

Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III,
King of Spain.
Volume 6 Holderness.

The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of

Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.

SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA

The BENELUX MONARCHIES:

The Netherlands

The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES:

Denmark

Sweden

Belgium

Luxembourg

Norway

The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania,
Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.

The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE

The BOURBON

Dynasty

of

FRANCE

The BOURBON

Dynasty

of

SPAIN

The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL

The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA

-

2 volumes

The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA

The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY

The German Kingdoms of

W?rttemberg and HANOVER

Enquiries can be sent to royalhouses at uwclub.net

We offer a special discount deal for libraries in the United States and Canada
(Can$ prices on request):
E-mail us for discounted price list for Libraries and order arrangements.

Payment methods:

1. Check in U.S. Dollars payable to P.Arnold;

or

2. Electronic payment to account in England (e-mail us for details); or
3. Credit card payment through website (e-mail us for details); or
4. Payment against invoice sent with books.

Orders should be sent to:

PATRICIA ARNOLD Publisher
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent

ME19 5AD

England.

Tel & Fax: +44 (0)1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net

ANY QUESTIONS?
E-MAIL US !!!
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/3de45835/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Dec 10 16:03:30 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 16:03:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage Hist Maury [TN]
Message-ID: <4D0295A2.6090405@arlsmail.org>
See attached list
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter at arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: historic maury.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 10086 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/2884f060/
attachment.bin
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Dec 10 16:04:57 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 16:04:57 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage VA newsletters
Message-ID: <4D0295F9.8000900@arlsmail.org>
See attached list
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter at arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Va per for trade Dec 2010.xls
Type: application/vnd.ms-excel
Size: 24576 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/
c31db61c/attachment-0001.xls
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Dec 10 16:40:01 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 16:40:01 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Hist Maury text format
Message-ID: <4D029E31.9000609@arlsmail.org>
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter at arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------An embedded and charset-unspecified text was scrubbed...
Name: historic maury.txt
Url:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/9342af31/
attachment.txt
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Fri Dec 10 16:41:30 2010
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 15:41:30 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Hist Maury text format
In-Reply-To: <4D029E31.9000609@arlsmail.org>
References: <4D029E31.9000609@arlsmail.org>

Message-ID: <820A92A6A398418190854A26E6778AE3@GenealogyII>
Laura,
We would be interested in the Maury Co. Periodicals and will reimburse you
for postage.
Jere Harris
Genealogy & Local History
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
918-682-6657
e-mail: history at eok.lib.ok.us
web: www.eok.lib.ok.us
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laura Carter
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Hist Maury text format
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter at arlsmail.org

From Dlunow at aol.com Fri Dec 10 17:37:56 2010
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow at aol.com)
Date: Fri, 10 Dec 2010 17:37:56 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Hist Maury text format
Message-ID: <20fb82.2ec81136.3a3405c4@aol.com>
thanks, but no thanks...we have these
In a message dated 12/10/2010 3:38:29 P.M. Central Standard Time,
lcarter at arlsmail.org writes:
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606

Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX 706 613-3660
lcarter at arlsmail.org

"Historic Maury, A quarterly publication of the Maury County Historical
Society"
Volume
Issue No.
Month/Year
XXXII
No. 4
Dec-96
XXXIII
No. 1
Mar-97
XXXIII
No. 2
Jun-97
XXXIII
No. 3
Sep-97
XXXIII
No. 4
Dec-97
XXXIV
No. 1
Mar-98
XXXIV
No. 2
Jun-98
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101210/423c83bc/
attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Sat Dec 11 09:34:54 2010
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Sat, 11 Dec 2010 09:34:54 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816958@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@Trevi
aBeverlyPC><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<4D01FF41020000C10000BA37@grpwise.ci.grapevine.tx.us>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816958@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <000001cb9940$938f9b90$baaed2b0$@org>
Don
I received the Power Point and it looks great. It is full of ideas that I
can use in future classes. I did not get the article in relation to the PP.
Sandy
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer, Don
(Historical Society
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 11:23 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
Here you go.

Thanks for letting me know.

Don
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 11:22 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
Don, I received the article but not the PowerPoint....
Nancy
>>> "Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society" <Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov>
12/10/2010 9:16 AM >>>
I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you did
not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel free to

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the PP
and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Sat Dec 11 11:35:04 2010
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (AnnEllen Barr)
Date: Sat, 11 Dec 2010 10:35:04 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816901@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky<36877
0701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816901@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>

Message-ID: <10A28ABEE486C8439945EC13BDABC8592E6435@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
I would appreciate a copy.
ellen at BarrFinancial.com
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer,
Don (Historical Society
Sent: Thursday, December 09, 2010 1:32 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research

If anyone is interested, I pulled my over eight years as a reference
librarian and the staff genealogical librarian here at the Kentucky
Historical Society together into a talk I've given several times on
"Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research." My most enthusiastic
audiences have been the ones containing folks like you and me who have
been on the receiving end of historical and genealogical research
requests and who have also attempted to do research as well.

If anyone would like a copy of the PowerPoint I used to give the talk
for any location presentation you might want to adapt it for, please
email me at don.rightmyer at ky.gov and I'll be glad to share it with you.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101211/
c9e84ca9/attachment.html
From ChickenRuth at aol.com Sat Dec 11 12:51:38 2010
From: ChickenRuth at aol.com (ChickenRuth at aol.com)
Date: Sat, 11 Dec 2010 12:51:38 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research
Message-ID: <1ce3da.45b796b4.3a35142a@aol.com>
I would like a copy.

Thank you.

C_hickenRuth at aol.com_ (mailto:chickenRuth at aol.com)
In a message dated 12/9/2010 1:32:02 P.M. Central Standard Time,
Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov writes:
If anyone is

interested, I pulled my over eight years as a reference

librarian and the staff genealogical librarian here at the Kentucky Historical
Society together into a talk I?ve given several times on ?Doing
Long-Distance Genealogy Research.? My most enthusiastic audiences have been the
ones
containing folks like you and me who have been on the receiving end of
historical and genealogical research requests and who have also attempted to do
research as well.
If anyone would like a copy of the PowerPoint I used to give the talk for
any location presentation you might want to adapt it for, please email me
at _don.rightmyer at ky.gov_ (mailto:don.rightmyer at ky.gov) and I?ll be glad to
share it with you.
Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101211/55251eef/
attachment.html
From ellen.ward at yahoo.com Sat Dec 11 17:20:54 2010
From: ellen.ward at yahoo.com (Ellen Ward)
Date: Sat, 11 Dec 2010 14:20:54 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816901@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816901@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <290856.83994.qm@web30303.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hi Don,
I'd like a copy too. Thank you very much!
?
Ellen

________________________________
From: "Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society" <Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thu, December 9, 2010 2:31:39 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Doing Long-Distance Genealogy Research
If anyone is interested, I pulled my over eight years as a reference librarian
and the staff genealogical librarian here at the Kentucky Historical Society
together into a talk I?ve given several times on ?Doing Long-Distance Genealogy
Research.?? My most enthusiastic audiences have been the ones containing folks

like you and me who have been on the receiving end of historical and
genealogical research requests and who have also attempted to do research as
well.
?
If anyone would like a copy of the PowerPoint I used to give the talk for any
location presentation you might want to adapt it for, please email me at
don.rightmyer at ky.gov and I?ll be glad to share it with you.
?
Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101211/6270e1f0/
attachment.html
From demarestd at ecgrl.org Mon Dec 13 09:11:11 2010
From: demarestd at ecgrl.org (Dorothy Demarest)
Date: Mon, 13 Dec 2010 09:11:11 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References:
<AANLkTikVOO95EZkS2r6ZEswLnehhJDVwy7PPiyWkJj6M@mail.gmail.com><E6852750EC319149B158
0A0DB19F9BA84218DC@mail.irclibrary.org><AANLkTimOfUdEq90e=wobX_X_6DaQmDOvaLxcr_7dt8
aS@mail.gmail.com><368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FB@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><
368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C90168168FF@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov><368770701467FF4D9C9
52BB94A206C901681690B@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
<6E5B7F123F29401DADBB7E93B3C947B4@TreviaBeverlyPC>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C901681694C@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <006901cb9acf$987b0d20$c9712760$@org>
Could you send it to me, too, please?

demarestd at ecgrl.org

Dottie Demarest
Genealogy & Local History
East Central Georgia Regional Library
823 Telfair Street
Augusta, GA 30901
706.826.1511

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer, Don
(Historical Society
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 10:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online Resource for Kentucky Genealogical Research

I have emailed the Long Distance Research PowerPoint and the published
article on the same topic to everyone I received an email from. IF you did
not get one or both from me, please let me know.

The PowerPoint and the article may be used at your discretion.
reproduce the article as handouts, etc.

Feel free to

I've received some nice feedback from some who've already looked at the PP
and would welcome any additional feedback, corrections, etc.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors
Kentucky Historical Society
Frankfort, Kentucky
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101213/8c729481/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Mon Dec 13 10:59:32 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Mon, 13 Dec 2010 10:59:32 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Hist Maury text format
In-Reply-To: <820A92A6A398418190854A26E6778AE3@GenealogyII>
References: <4D029E31.9000609@arlsmail.org>
<820A92A6A398418190854A26E6778AE3@GenealogyII>
Message-ID: <9423.168.12.1.91.1292255972.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>

I'll let you know once we can get them in the mail, but they are yours
Laura
MPL Genealogy wrote:
> Laura,
>
> We
would be interested in the Maury Co. Periodicals and will reimburse you
> for postage.
>
>

> Jere Harris
>
Genealogy & Local History
> Muskogee Public Library
>
801 W. Okmulgee
> Muskogee, OK 74401
> 918-682-6657
> e-mail: history at eok.lib.ok.us
> web: www.eok.lib.ok.us
>
> -----Original Message---->
From:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laura
Carter
> Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 3:40 PM
> To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: [Genealib] Hist Maury
text format
>
>
> -> Laura W.
Carter
> Heritage Room Librarian
> Athens-Clarke County
Library
> 2025 Baxter Street
> Athens, Georgia 30606
>
> Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
> FAX 706
613-3660
>
> lcarter at arlsmail.org
>
>
> _______________________________________________
>
genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke
County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101213/9b577ef5/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Mon Dec 13 11:01:59 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Mon, 13 Dec 2010 11:01:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Historic Maury gone
Message-ID: <4D064377.9050904@arlsmail.org>
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter at arlsmail.org
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Mon Dec 13 13:53:46 2010
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Mon, 13 Dec 2010 13:53:46 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] PowerPoint mailing
In-Reply-To: <mailman.29.1292259613.21819.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.29.1292259613.21819.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <9972B15D3E91024985C97BA2014B5FC008D46E2C84@rpl05>
It did not get to me here in Rochester, Don.
Larry Naukam
Coordinator of Historical Resources
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County
From lwilcox at bcpl.org Tue Dec 14 09:35:32 2010
From: lwilcox at bcpl.org (Laurie Wilcox)
Date: Tue, 14 Dec 2010 09:35:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky & Cincinnati, OH free books
Message-ID: <AANLkTi=+UQ-=+4fcZGCe+ZDJtB+e100yoSWDMJikd0aZ@mail.gmail.com>
The Boone County Public Library has genealogical and/or historical books to
donate or trade, focus is Kentucky and Cincinnati, Ohio. Some may have
BCPL library markings, while others are donations we are passing on. Items
requested will be mailed to you by USPS media mail.
See attached excel file and contact me at lwilcox at bcpl.org if there is
something you would like.
Thank you
-Laurie Wilcox
Local History Associate
Boone County Public Library

1786 Burlington Pike
Burlington, KY 41005
lwilcox at bcpl.org
859-342-2665 ext: 8134
fax 859-689-0435
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101214/
d23168ea/attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: BCPL books to give away.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 12068 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101214/
d23168ea/attachment.bin
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Dec 14 10:31:29 2010
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 14 Dec 2010 10:31:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky & Cincinnati, OH free books
References: <AANLkTi=+UQ-=+4fcZGCe+ZDJtB+e100yoSWDMJikd0aZ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA8496EF3@mail.irclibrary.org>
Laurie:
Below is what I would like for our collection. Attached is our list of
duplicates. Generally, we try to trade by the total number of pages. So,
if all the books below equals a total of 900 pages, then we could trade
a book on our list that has 900 pages or three books of 300 pages each.

Cemetery Records Northern Portion of Christian County, KY
marriages of Webster County
Henderson Kentucky City Births 1896 to 1910
Oak Hill Cemetery (Henderson, KY)
Henderson Kentucky City Directory Residential & Business 1889 - 1890
Union County KY Marriages 1811 - 1838

Thanks for the offer.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department

Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laurie
Wilcox
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2010 9:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky & Cincinnati, OH free books

The Boone
to donate
have BCPL
on. Items

County Public Library has genealogical and/or historical books
or trade, focus is Kentucky and Cincinnati, Ohio. Some may
library markings, while others are donations we are passing
requested will be mailed to you by USPS media mail.

See attached excel file and contact me at lwilcox at bcpl.org if there is
something you would like.
Thank you
-Laurie Wilcox
Local History Associate
Boone County Public Library
1786 Burlington Pike
Burlington, KY 41005
lwilcox at bcpl.org
859-342-2665 ext: 8134
fax 859-689-0435

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101214/7a0bedac/
attachment-0001.html

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Dups.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 98304 bytes
Desc: Dups.doc
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101214/7a0bedac/
attachment-0001.doc
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Dec 14 10:32:29 2010
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 14 Dec 2010 10:32:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky & Cincinnati, OH free books
References: <AANLkTi=+UQ-=+4fcZGCe+ZDJtB+e100yoSWDMJikd0aZ@mail.gmail.com>
<E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA8496EF3@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA8496EF5@mail.irclibrary.org>
I apologize for sending to the list. Not enough sleep! <g>

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2010 10:31 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Kentucky & Cincinnati, OH free books

Laurie:
Below is what I would like for our collection. Attached is our list of
duplicates. Generally, we try to trade by the total number of pages. So,
if all the books below equals a total of 900 pages, then we could trade

a book on our list that has 900 pages or three books of 300 pages each.

Cemetery Records Northern Portion of Christian County, KY
marriages of Webster County
Henderson Kentucky City Births 1896 to 1910
Oak Hill Cemetery (Henderson, KY)
Henderson Kentucky City Directory Residential & Business 1889 - 1890
Union County KY Marriages 1811 - 1838

Thanks for the offer.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laurie
Wilcox
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2010 9:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky & Cincinnati, OH free books

The Boone
to donate
have BCPL
on. Items

County Public Library has genealogical and/or historical books
or trade, focus is Kentucky and Cincinnati, Ohio. Some may
library markings, while others are donations we are passing
requested will be mailed to you by USPS media mail.

See attached excel file and contact me at lwilcox at bcpl.org if there is
something you would like.
Thank you
-Laurie Wilcox
Local History Associate
Boone County Public Library
1786 Burlington Pike
Burlington, KY 41005
lwilcox at bcpl.org
859-342-2665 ext: 8134
fax 859-689-0435

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101214/6e5e6598/
attachment.html
From lwilcox at bcpl.org Wed Dec 15 11:46:21 2010
From: lwilcox at bcpl.org (Laurie Wilcox)
Date: Wed, 15 Dec 2010 11:46:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky & Cincinnati, OH free books
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTi=+UQ-=+4fcZGCe+ZDJtB+e100yoSWDMJikd0aZ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTi=+UQ-=+4fcZGCe+ZDJtB+e100yoSWDMJikd0aZ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <AANLkTim=rEfZmuAL2r1do=7gvvWYctpuKsJ9Kh3T1r77@mail.gmail.com>
All books have been claimed. If you contacted me I will email you soon.
Thanks
On Tue, Dec 14, 2010 at 9:35 AM, Laurie Wilcox <lwilcox at bcpl.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The Boone County Public Library has genealogical and/or historical books to
donate or trade, focus is Kentucky and Cincinnati, Ohio. Some may have
BCPL library markings, while others are donations we are passing on. Items
requested will be mailed to you by USPS media mail.
See attached excel file and contact me at lwilcox at bcpl.org if there is
something you would like.
Thank you
-Laurie Wilcox
Local History Associate
Boone County Public Library
1786 Burlington Pike
Burlington, KY 41005

> lwilcox at bcpl.org
> 859-342-2665 ext: 8134
> fax 859-689-0435
>
>
-Laurie Wilcox
Local History Associate
Boone County Public Library
1786 Burlington Pike
Burlington, KY 41005
lwilcox at bcpl.org
859-342-2665 ext: 8134
fax 859-689-0435
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101215/7cb2ba42/
attachment.html
From espear1943 at gmail.com Mon Dec 20 01:42:41 2010
From: espear1943 at gmail.com (Elmer Spear)
Date: Mon, 20 Dec 2010 01:42:41 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Grand Opening of the new Huxford-Spear Genealogy Library
Message-ID: <AANLkTinhxyUxJhpgEvhvFFi8ZPfUD_GP11n-9AgB2iCU@mail.gmail.com>
Drew:
I believe that I sent this once but do not remember receiving any
confirmation that you got it and I am not sure I am still receiving the
updates - have not seen one for about three days ? maybe the Holidays.

This is something that people can pencil in their date book for 2011.
would love to have you attend.

We

Event-February l3, 2011 will be the Grand Opening of the new Huxford-Spear
Genealogy Library at the Municipal Complex in Homerville, GA. Elmer Spear
will speak about the new additions (28,000+ books and other materials) to
the library. Refreshments will be served and door prises will be awarded. And
the best treat is you get to see and research in the new library. R.S.V.P.
to Elmer Spear at espear1943 at gmail.com.
Thank you
Elmer C. Spear
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101220/13a705e0/
attachment.html
From lrichardson at ogdenlibrary.com Mon Dec 20 15:16:34 2010
From: lrichardson at ogdenlibrary.com (Laura Richardson)
Date: Mon, 20 Dec 2010 15:16:34 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Collection Management Tool

Message-ID: <AANLkTimR3YgU1HNwi2gdSA5AV1Fb5wAgORCLV5PYwdc0@mail.gmail.com>
Hi, Folks!
I'm responsible for the genealogy collection in a town public library that's
part of a county-wide system. I'm looking for a way to record extensive
copy-specific notes (donors, condition, etc.) which are not appropriate for
the system catalog. What are people in similar situations using to do this?
We could purchase something, but obviously, free would be great. It should
be pretty ready to go out of the box, and able to run without much tech
support. Nothing fancy, because it would be for staff use only. Space would
also be an issue. I would be grateful for any input, including "just make a
spreadsheet and keep dreaming."
Thanks!
Laura Richardson
lrichardson at ogdenlibrary.com
-Laura Richardson
Genealogy and Outreach Librarian
Ogden Farmers' Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101220/
b154ec71/attachment.html
From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Mon Dec 20 15:20:31 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Mon, 20 Dec 2010 15:20:31 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Long-Distance Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTimR3YgU1HNwi2gdSA5AV1Fb5wAgORCLV5PYwdc0@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTimR3YgU1HNwi2gdSA5AV1Fb5wAgORCLV5PYwdc0@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816A90@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
If anyone emailed me and requested the "armchair genealogy" materials
but has not received them, please contact me at don.rightmyer at ky.gov.
Posting that offer resulted in a far larger than anticipated response,
but I do not wish to leave anyone's request unanswered. There were over
200 of you who wanted the materials so you can imagine that took a bit
of time to respond to the ones that I did answer.

Thanks to those who requested the materials. Please let me know if you
have any questions, and if I didn't tell you so, please use the
information and reproduce the PDF as you see fit. The information is
yours to use and I appreciate everyone's response.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101220/
d7cfeba5/attachment.html
From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Mon Dec 20 15:25:13 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Mon, 20 Dec 2010 15:25:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Long-Distance Genealogy Materials
In-Reply-To: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816A90@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
References: <AANLkTimR3YgU1HNwi2gdSA5AV1Fb5wAgORCLV5PYwdc0@mail.gmail.com>
<368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816A90@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816A93@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
Do you know which ones you plan to write?

Don

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rightmyer,
Don (Historical Society
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2010 3:21 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Long-Distance Genealogy Materials

If anyone emailed me and requested the "armchair genealogy" materials
but has not received them, please contact me at don.rightmyer at ky.gov.
Posting that offer resulted in a far larger than anticipated response,
but I do not wish to leave anyone's request unanswered. There were over
200 of you who wanted the materials so you can imagine that took a bit
of time to respond to the ones that I did answer.

Thanks to those who requested the materials. Please let me know if you
have any questions, and if I didn't tell you so, please use the
information and reproduce the PDF as you see fit. The information is
yours to use and I appreciate everyone's response.

Don Rightmyer
Editor, Kentucky Ancestors

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101220/
cbf0d1d6/attachment.html
From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us

Mon Dec 20 16:14:05 2010

From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Mon, 20 Dec 2010 16:14:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free NEHGRs
Message-ID: <4D0F80CD.9565.175EEA1A@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
We have several individual monthly issues of the new England Historical
and Genealogical Register to give away. Issues from the 1840s to 1860s are
all in poor condition, but later issues aren't too bad. We also have a single
issue of the American Genealogist from Jan 2005.
Apr
Jul
Apr
Oct
Jan
Apr
Jul
Oct
Jan
Jul
Jan
Jan
Apr
Jul
Jan
Apr
Oct
Oct

1848
1848
1850
1850
1851
1851
1851
1851
1853
1853
1854
1855
1855
1855
1860
1860
1867
1868

(no cover)
(rebound in hard cover)

(no cover)
(cover torn)

Jan, Jul, Oct 1878
Jan, Jul 1892
Jan 1894
Apr, Jul, Oct 1895
Jul, Oct 1896
Proceedings of the annual meeting of the NEHGS, Jan 1896
Jul, Oct 1897
Apr, Jul, Oct 1898
Apr, Jul, Oct 1899
Jan, Apr 1900
Apr, Jul 1901
Jul, Oct 1902
Apr 1903
Apr (no cover), Jul, Oct 1912
Jan, Apr, Jul 1917
Jan, Apr, Jul 1918
Jan, Apr, Oct 1919
Jan, Apr, Jul 1923
1924 index
Jan, Jul, Oct 1941
Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct 1942
Apr, Jul, Oct 1959
1959 index
Oct 2002
Apr, Jul, Oct 2003
Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct 2004
Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct 2005
Oct 2006
Jan 2007

Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
From aaronkaysmith at gmail.com Mon Dec 20 16:55:48 2010
From: aaronkaysmith at gmail.com (Aaron Smith)
Date: Mon, 20 Dec 2010 16:55:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Collection Management Tool
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTimR3YgU1HNwi2gdSA5AV1Fb5wAgORCLV5PYwdc0@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTimR3YgU1HNwi2gdSA5AV1Fb5wAgORCLV5PYwdc0@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <AANLkTikpP_EMiDQtu-3JQKhNiMSEBUapsqG4KwL-4tWE@mail.gmail.com>
Laura, et al. This seems to be the ideal function for item-level staff notes (or public
notes); most systems have these options available to them, although distinct
units of a cooperative may not have adequate cataloging access to make item
changes. You may have to request (and be prepared to defend the potential
of) such access, if the option exists.
Consider, too, making provenance and donor information not just
staff-accessible, but public (with donor permission, of course); such notes
provide recognition incentive for donors (and prospective donors), and
unique details like inscriptions or marginalia are very attractive to
genealogists.
Good luck,
Aaron
Aaron Smith
Cataloger, The Genealogy Center
Allen County Public Library
Fort Wayne, Ind.
asmith at acpl.lib.in.us
On Mon, Dec 20, 2010 at 3:16 PM, Laura Richardson <
lrichardson at ogdenlibrary.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi, Folks!
I'm responsible for the genealogy collection in a town public library
that's part of a county-wide system. I'm looking for a way to record
extensive copy-specific notes (donors, condition, etc.) which are not
appropriate for the system catalog. What are people in similar situations
using to do this? We could purchase something, but obviously, free would be
great. It should be pretty ready to go out of the box, and able to run
without much tech support. Nothing fancy, because it would be for staff use
only. Space would also be an issue. I would be grateful for any input,
including "just make a spreadsheet and keep dreaming."
Thanks!
Laura Richardson
lrichardson at ogdenlibrary.com

> -> Laura Richardson
> Genealogy and Outreach Librarian
> Ogden Farmers' Library
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101220/5038220e/
attachment.html
From genielady331 at comcast.net Wed Dec 22 09:50:44 2010
From: genielady331 at comcast.net (genielady331 at comcast.net)
Date: Wed, 22 Dec 2010 14:50:44 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Free NEHGRs
In-Reply-To:
<1021285859.108870.1292882172071.JavaMail.root@sz0055a.westchester.pa.mail.comcast.
net>
Message-ID:
<1906380799.205390.1293029444453.JavaMail.root@sz0055a.westchester.pa.mail.comcast.
net>
Hi,
I'd be interested in some of the older issues, but I'll have to email you when I
get home form work tonight.
Are you asking for postage for them?
Many thanks,
Sandy
----- Original Message ----From: "Bill Teschek" <bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2010 4:14:05 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Free NEHGRs
We have several individual monthly issues of the new England Historical
and Genealogical Register to give away. Issues from the 1840s to 1860s are
all in poor condition, but later issues aren't too bad. We also have a single
issue of the American Genealogist from Jan 2005.
Apr
Jul
Apr
Oct
Jan
Apr
Jul
Oct

1848
1848
1850
1850
1851 (no cover)
1851
1851 (rebound in hard cover)
1851

Jan
Jul
Jan
Jan
Apr
Jul
Jan
Apr
Oct
Oct

1853
1853
1854
1855
1855
1855
1860 (no cover)
1860
1867
1868 (cover torn)

Jan, Jul, Oct 1878
Jan, Jul 1892
Jan 1894
Apr, Jul, Oct 1895
Jul, Oct 1896
Proceedings of the annual meeting of the NEHGS, Jan 1896
Jul, Oct 1897
Apr, Jul, Oct 1898
Apr, Jul, Oct 1899
Jan, Apr 1900
Apr, Jul 1901
Jul, Oct 1902
Apr 1903
Apr (no cover), Jul, Oct 1912
Jan, Apr, Jul 1917
Jan, Apr, Jul 1918
Jan, Apr, Oct 1919
Jan, Apr, Jul 1923
1924 index
Jan, Jul, Oct 1941
Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct 1942
Apr, Jul, Oct 1959
1959 index
Oct 2002
Apr, Jul, Oct 2003
Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct 2004
Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct 2005
Oct 2006
Jan 2007
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101222/1f407917/
attachment.html
From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us

Wed Dec 22 10:58:34 2010

From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Wed, 22 Dec 2010 10:58:34 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free NEHGRs
In-Reply-To:
<1906380799.205390.1293029444453.JavaMail.root@sz0055a.westchester.pa.mail.comcast.
net>
References:
<1021285859.108870.1292882172071.JavaMail.root@sz0055a.westchester.pa.mail.comcast.
net>,
<1906380799.205390.1293029444453.JavaMail.root@sz0055a.westchester.pa.mail.comcast.
net>
Message-ID: <4D11D9DA.5868.208AC165@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
Sandy,
Thanks for your interest but someone beat you to them.
Bill Teschek
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
-------------------------------------------------On 22 Dec 2010, genielady331 at comcast.net wrote:
Hi,
I'd be interested in some of the older issues, but I'll have to email you when I
get home form work tonight.
Are you asking for postage for them?
Many thanks,
Sandy
----- Original Message ----From: "Bill Teschek" <bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2010 4:14:05 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Free NEHGRs
We have several individual monthly issues of the new England Historical
and Genealogical Register to give away. Issues from the 1840s to 1860s are
all in poor condition, but later issues aren't too bad. We also have a single
issue of the American Genealogist from Jan 2005.
Apr
Jul
Apr
Oct
Jan
Apr
Jul
Oct
Jan
Jul
Jan
Jan

1848
1848
1850
1850
1851 (no cover)
1851
1851 (rebound in hard cover)
1851
1853
1853
1854
1855

Apr
Jul
Jan
Apr
Oct
Oct

1855
1855
1860 (no cover)
1860
1867
1868 (cover torn)

Jan, Jul, Oct 1878
Jan, Jul 1892
Jan 1894
Apr, Jul, Oct 1895
Jul, Oct 1896
Proceedings of the annual meeting of the NEHGS, Jan 1896
Jul, Oct 1897
Apr, Jul, Oct 1898
Apr, Jul, Oct 1899
Jan, Apr 1900
Apr, Jul 1901
Jul, Oct 1902
Apr 1903
Apr (no cover), Jul, Oct 1912
Jan, Apr, Jul 1917
Jan, Apr, Jul 1918
Jan, Apr, Oct 1919
Jan, Apr, Jul 1923
1924 index
Jan, Jul, Oct 1941
Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct 1942
Apr, Jul, Oct 1959
1959 index
Oct 2002
Apr, Jul, Oct 2003
Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct 2004
Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct 2005
Oct 2006
Jan 2007
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
_______________________
From lmarkel at ala.org Wed Dec 22 12:11:53 2010
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Wed, 22 Dec 2010 12:11:53 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] One week left! Genealogy and consulting workshop
registrations
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E801B01957@BE144.mail.lan>
One week! That's all you have left until Dec. 29, when registration
closes for all ALA Midwinter Institutes, including
RUSA's "Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk"

and ASCLA's "Assembling a Consulting Toolkit"

Don't miss out on either of these excellent learning opportunities!
Please share this message with colleagues or distribution lists that
might find it of interest.

"Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk" (RUS1)
Friday, Jan. 7, 9:30a.m.-5p.m., San Diego
Who should attend: Librarians and library staff from any type of library
that provides genealogy and similar reference services to patrons doing
family or historical research.
What we'll cover: The basics of genealogy reference skills as well as
specific genealogy resources available for your use.
Speakers: "Genealogy Guy" Drew Smith; David Rencher, Director of the
Libraries Division of the Family History Department, The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints; Ron Arons, author of WANTED! U.S. Criminal
Records; and Curt Witcher, Manager, Historical Genealogy Department,
Allen County Public Library.
Cost: RUSA members, $125; ALA members, $170; non-members, $245; ALA
retired or student members, $100.
More information at the bottom of this page:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/events/mw10/index.cfm

"Assembling a Consulting Toolkit" (ASC1)
Friday, Jan. 7, 9a.m.-5p.m.
Who should attend: Anyone interested in library consulting as a primary
or supplemental career; appropriate for all types of librarians.
What we'll cover: An overview of library consulting; a self-assessment
to determine personal consulting potential; different roles that
consultants play; services consultants may deliver to clients; marketing
consulting services, managing a consulting business and finding clients.
**In order to make this workshop more accessible to those on a tight
budget, we have eliminated the working lunch from the agenda, and have
dropped the price of the event accordingly.
Speakers: Seasoned consultants Nancy Bolt, Sara Laughlin and Beth
Bingham.
Cost: ASCLA member, $215. ALA member, $225. Non-member, $260. Retired
and Student members of ALA, $170.
More information:

http://ascla.ala.org/blog/2010/12/mw11-consulting-pricedrop/

Interested participants can register
<http://www.ala.org/ala/conferencesevents/upcoming/midwinter/registratio
n/index.cfm> for this event only (event code ASC1) or can register in
conjunction with Midwinter Meeting registration by adding it as a
ticketed event. For institute-only registration using the online form
<http://registration2.experient-inc.com/showALA111/default.aspx?ID=12340
46&Date=201010041135&Key=A627F4BAA55AEAFAB63B23BBD10584D7> , select
"SO-Institute and Ticketed Events Only" as the registration type and
proceed to select this event from the list. Registration for both events
closes Dec. 29!

REGISTER ONLINE NOW (login required)!
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=Home&Template=/CFApps/Experient/
Redirect.cfm&Meeting=MW11

Registration and other information about Midwinter is at
www.ala.org/midwinter.

Happy Holidays!
Liz Markel
ASCLA/RUSA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101222/
aaeee121/attachment.html
From mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info Thu Dec 23 15:31:09 2010
From: mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info (Mark Mullinax)
Date: Thu, 23 Dec 2010 15:31:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Books for trade
Message-ID: <AANLkTinLqLh8vO8o8-v4T-ocF+=MTQJRU3Rq5YGyrufH@mail.gmail.com>
We have a couple of books available for trade or postage cost.
1. The South Fork story : the first 100 years by Frank P. Alcamo.
Autographed by author. (South Fork, Pennsylvania)

1987.

2. Concord in the days of strawberries and streetcars by Renee Garrelick and
William M. Bailey. 1985. 2nd edition (1992). Paperback. (Concord,
Massachusetts)
Please contact off list.
--

Mark Mullinax
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Brighton District Library
100 Library Drive
Brighton, Michigan 48116
810-229-6571, ext 217
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101223/08dd8654/
attachment.html
From Dlunow at aol.com Fri Dec 24 00:16:14 2010
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow at aol.com)
Date: Fri, 24 Dec 2010 00:16:14 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Books for trade
Message-ID: <c1506.7046c03c.3a45869e@aol.com>
Mark:
We have nothing to trade but would LOVE to have either or both of the
books. Especially The South Fork story!
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676
In a message dated 12/23/2010 2:31:26 P.M. Central Standard Time,
mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info writes:
We have

a couple of books available for trade or postage cost.

1. The South Fork story : the first 100 years by Frank P. Alcamo.
Autographed by author. (South Fork, Pennsylvania)

1987.

2. Concord in the days of strawberries and streetcars by Renee Garrelick
and William M. Bailey. 1985. 2nd edition (1992). Paperback. (Concord,
Massachusetts)
Please

contact off list.

-Mark Mullinax
Genealogy and Local History
Brighton District Library
100 Library Drive
Brighton, Michigan 48116
810-229-6571, ext 217

Librarian

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101224/

ae65d6fb/attachment.html
From InfoDoc at DDowell.com Wed Dec 29 12:45:55 2010
From: InfoDoc at DDowell.com (Dave Dowell)
Date: Wed, 29 Dec 2010 09:45:55 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy in San Diego
Message-ID: <01b501cba780$3ef1d640$bcd582c0$@DDowell.com>
In addition to the "Genealogy Happens..." workshop that has already been
advertised on this list, there are a number of other meetings scheduled for
San Diego for you genealogically inclined librarians.

I would particularly like to invite you to the Genealogy Committee meeting
on Sunday morning which is listed below. In addition, the Genealogy
Committee and likeminded individuals are invited to join us for an informal,
no-host, dinner on Saturday night at the San Diego Pier Cafe:
http://www.piercafe.com/ . If you have not already done so, please let me
know if you plan to attend. The dinner will begin at 8:00 PM Saturday after
the RUSA Membership Social. Other than the workshop and the dinner, RSVPs
are not required.

Hope to see many of you in San Diego!

53337 Membership Social (RUSA)
HIL-Elevation

Sat

Jan 8

06:00 pm 08:00 pm

RUSA-HS

54120 "Genealogy Happens!" at the Genealogy Reference Desk
09:30 am 05:00 pm
OS-San Diego Library

53165 ABC-CLIO Online History Award Committee (RUSA HS)
01:30 pm 03:30 pm
MAR-Business Ste. 2

53129 Executive Committee I (RUSA HS)
MAR-Orlando

53132 Executive Committee II (RUSA HS)
SDCC-Room 33 C

Sat

Mon

Jan 8

Jan 10

Fri

Sun

Jan 7

Jan 9

08:00 am 10:00 am

08:00 am 10:00 am

53163 Genealogy and Local History Discussion Group (RUSA HS)
04:00 pm 05:30 pm
SDCC-Room 24 C

53142 Genealogy Committee (RUSA HS)
HIL-Sapphire 412

Sun

Jan 9

Sat

Jan 8

53156 History Librarians' Discussion Group (RUSA HS)
pm 05:30 pm
SDCC-Room 08

Sun

53160 Instruction and Research Services Committee (RUSA HS)
10:30 am 12:00 pm
WEST-Imperial

53144 Local History Committee (RUSA HS)
HIL-Aqua 309

Sun

Jan 8

10:30 am 12:00 pm

53146 Genealogy Preconference Planning Committee (RUSA HS)
10:30 am 12:00 pm
HIL-Sapphire 411

53139 Historical Materials Committee (RUSA HS)
12:00 pm
HIL-Sapphire 412

Sat

Jan 9

Sat

Jan 8

10:30 am

Jan 9

Sun

04:00

Jan 9

08:00 am 10:00 am

Dave Dowell in Morro Bay, CA
<http://www.ddowell.com/dave/resume.pdf>
http://www.ddowell.com/dave/resume.pdf
Author of the forthcoming Crash Course in Genealogy, projected in late
Spring, 2011, from Libraries Unlimited.
Co-author of the recently released
<http://lu.com/showbook.cfm?isbn=9781591584346> Libraries in the Information
Age, An Introduction and Career Guide, 2nd edition, Libraries Unlimited,
2009.
Follow "Dr D Digs Up Ancestors" http://blog.ddowell.com
<http://blog.ddowell.com/>
Volunteer Co-Administrator of the Dowell Surname & the Smothers Surname DNA

Projects @ FTDNA
Researching Adams, Breske, Cashatt, Christie, Deutscher, Dowell, Grove,
Hauck, Katzel, Larson, McLaren, Moore, Muza, Paepke, Pierce, Sanner, Smith,
Smithey, Taylor and related families.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Liz Markel
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2010 9:12 AM
To: Liz Markel
Subject: [Genealib] One week left! Genealogy and consulting workshop
registrations

One week! That's all you have left until Dec. 29, when registration closes
for all ALA Midwinter Institutes, including
RUSA's "Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk"
and ASCLA's "Assembling a Consulting Toolkit"

Don't miss out on either of these excellent learning opportunities!
Please share this message with colleagues or distribution lists that might
find it of interest.

"Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk" (RUS1)
Friday, Jan. 7, 9:30a.m.-5p.m., San Diego
Who should attend: Librarians and library staff from any type of library
that provides genealogy and similar reference services to patrons doing
family or historical research.
What we'll cover: The basics of genealogy reference skills as well as
specific genealogy resources available for your use.
Speakers: "Genealogy Guy" Drew Smith; David Rencher, Director of the
Libraries Division of the Family History Department, The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints; Ron Arons, author of WANTED! U.S. Criminal
Records; and Curt Witcher, Manager, Historical Genealogy Department, Allen
County Public Library.
Cost: RUSA members, $125; ALA members, $170; non-members, $245; ALA retired
or student members, $100.
More information at the bottom of this page:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/events/mw10/index.cfm

"Assembling a Consulting Toolkit" (ASC1)

Friday, Jan. 7, 9a.m.-5p.m.
Who should attend: Anyone interested in library consulting as a primary or
supplemental career; appropriate for all types of librarians.
What we'll cover: An overview of library consulting; a self-assessment to
determine personal consulting potential; different roles that consultants
play; services consultants may deliver to clients; marketing consulting
services, managing a consulting business and finding clients.
**In order to make this workshop more accessible to those on a tight budget,
we have eliminated the working lunch from the agenda, and have dropped the
price of the event accordingly.
Speakers: Seasoned consultants Nancy Bolt, Sara Laughlin and Beth Bingham.
Cost: ASCLA member, $215. ALA member, $225. Non-member, $260. Retired and
Student members of ALA, $170.
More information:
http://ascla.ala.org/blog/2010/12/mw11-consulting-pricedrop/

Interested participants can register
<http://www.ala.org/ala/conferencesevents/upcoming/midwinter/registration/in
dex.cfm> for this event only (event code ASC1) or can register in
conjunction with Midwinter Meeting registration by adding it as a ticketed
event. For institute-only registration using the online form
<http://registration2.experient-inc.com/showALA111/default.aspx?ID=1234046&D
ate=201010041135&Key=A627F4BAA55AEAFAB63B23BBD10584D7> , select
"SO-Institute and Ticketed Events Only" as the registration type and proceed
to select this event from the list. Registration for both events closes Dec.
29!

REGISTER ONLINE NOW (login required)!
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=Home
<http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=Home&Template=/CFApps/Experient/Red
irect.cfm&Meeting=MW11>
&Template=/CFApps/Experient/Redirect.cfm&Meeting=MW11

Registration and other information about Midwinter is at
www.ala.org/midwinter.

Happy Holidays!
Liz Markel
ASCLA/RUSA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101229/
b5e30b4d/attachment.html
From lmarkel at ala.org Wed Dec 29 11:30:45 2010
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Wed, 29 Dec 2010 11:30:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Registration ends today! Genealogy and consulting
workshop registrations
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E801B01B1B@BE144.mail.lan>
Today (Wednesday) is the last day to register for ALA Midwinter
Institutes!
We'll be closing registration for both
RUSA's "Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk"
and ASCLA's "Assembling a Consulting Toolkit"
at the end of the day today.

************************************************************

YOUR LAST CHANCE (ALMOST) FOR CONSULTING!
After San Diego, "Assembling a Consulting Toolkit" will only be offered
one more time live and in person (at the Annual Conference in New
Orleans).
Registration for that event opens Jan. 3 at www.ala.org/annual
<http://www.ala.org/annual> .
There will be a limited number of seats available at the New Orleans
event, and there has been lots of interest, so if you know you want to
attend, don't wait, or you'll risk missing out!!!
More information about each of these events is below.

************************************************************
REGISTER ONLINE NOW:
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=Home&Template=/CFApps/Experient/
Redirect.cfm&Meeting=MW11
<http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=Home&Template=/CFApps/Experient
/Redirect.cfm&Meeting=MW11>
************************************************************
Please share this message with colleagues or distribution lists that
might find it of interest.

"Genealogy Happens! At the Genealogy Reference Desk" (RUS1)
Friday, Jan. 7, 9:30a.m.-5p.m., San Diego
Who should attend: Librarians and library staff from any type of library
that provides genealogy and similar reference services to patrons doing
family or historical research.
What we'll cover: The basics of genealogy reference skills as well as
specific genealogy resources available for your use.
Speakers: "Genealogy Guy" Drew Smith; David Rencher, Director of the
Libraries Division of the Family History Department, The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints; Ron Arons, author of WANTED! U.S. Criminal
Records; and Curt Witcher, Manager, Historical Genealogy Department,
Allen County Public Library.
Cost: RUSA members, $125; ALA members, $170; non-members, $245; ALA
retired or student members, $100.
More information at the bottom of this page:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/events/mw10/index.cfm
<http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/events/mw10/index.cfm>

"Assembling a Consulting Toolkit" (ASC1)
Friday, Jan. 7, 9a.m.-5p.m.
Who should attend: Anyone interested in library consulting as a primary
or supplemental career; appropriate for all types of librarians.
What we'll cover: An overview of library consulting; a self-assessment
to determine personal consulting potential; different roles that
consultants play; services consultants may deliver to clients; marketing
consulting services, managing a consulting business and finding clients.
**In order to make this workshop more accessible to those on a tight
budget, we have eliminated the working lunch from the agenda, and have
dropped the price of the event accordingly.
Speakers: Seasoned consultants Nancy Bolt, Sara Laughlin and Beth
Bingham.
Cost: ASCLA member, $215. ALA member, $225. Non-member, $260. Retired
and Student members of ALA, $170.
More information:
http://ascla.ala.org/blog/2010/12/mw11-consulting-pricedrop/
<http://ascla.ala.org/blog/2010/12/mw11-consulting-pricedrop/>

Interested participants can register

<http://www.ala.org/ala/conferencesevents/upcoming/midwinter/registratio
n/index.cfm> for this event only (event code ASC1) or can register in
conjunction with Midwinter Meeting registration by adding it as a
ticketed event. For institute-only registration using the online form
<http://registration2.experient-inc.com/showALA111/default.aspx?ID=12340
46&Date=201010041135&Key=A627F4BAA55AEAFAB63B23BBD10584D7> , select
"SO-Institute and Ticketed Events Only" as the registration type and
proceed to select this event from the list. Registration for both events
closes Dec. 29!

REGISTER ONLINE NOW (login required)!
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=Home&Template=/CFApps/Experient/
Redirect.cfm&Meeting=MW11
<http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=Home&Template=/CFApps/Experient
/Redirect.cfm&Meeting=MW11>

Registration and other information about Midwinter is at
www.ala.org/midwinter <http://www.ala.org/midwinter> .

Happy New Year!
Liz Markel
ASCLA/RUSA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101229/027d5780/
attachment.html
From csellers at myjclibrary.org Wed Dec 29 15:51:31 2010
From: csellers at myjclibrary.org (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Wed, 29 Dec 2010 15:51:31 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Lincoln Funeral Train Passengers
Message-ID: <AANLkTim1V-2ZfH4ob1ihu9rki3FxqN6orkvh9mP5LEiv@mail.gmail.com>
Greetings Genealibbers,
Does anyone know whether a list would have been kept of a reported 300
passengers who left Washington DC on Lincoln's funeral train? I'm skeptical
and would have thought passengers might have changed over time as the train
retraced the inaugural route over a 13-day period -- but stranger lists have
existed so I wanted to ask for your help.
A local researcher is trying to track down a story in her family ...
regarding an ancestor who indeed was a Union soldier in the Civil War. I'm
going to suggest she check the local newspapers of the time.
I've found later newspaper stories about various engineers, conductors and
other crew on the train during its travel to Illinois. I would have expected
the occasional story in local newspapers at the time about someone being a
passenger at some point during the trip, but nothing relevant came up in a

variety of searches in newspaper and other databases -- not even of any
"important" people on the train. Maybe I'm not using the right words ...
Suggestions welcome. Thanks.
Charlotte
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist, Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street, Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812-522-3412 x256 / Fax 812-522-5456
Email: csellers at myjclibrary.org
Web: www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory
<http://www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory>"I don't understand why you can't
just teach us history instead of always harping on the past." -- Galinda in
*Wicked*
<http://www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory>
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20101229/90e469be/
attachment.html
From Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov Wed Dec 29 15:54:05 2010
From: Don.Rightmyer at ky.gov (Rightmyer, Don (Historical Society)
Date: Wed, 29 Dec 2010 15:54:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Lincoln Funeral Train Passengers
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTim1V-2ZfH4ob1ihu9rki3FxqN6orkvh9mP5LEiv@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTim1V-2ZfH4ob1ihu9rki3FxqN6orkvh9mP5LEiv@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <368770701467FF4D9C952BB94A206C9016816B3F@AGMBX01.eas.ds.ky.gov>
On the Lincoln funeral train list question, I'd recommend contacting the
Lincoln Museum and Library in Springfield, Illinois. Basically the
library for starters.

Don Rightmyer
Kentucky Historical Society

Happy New Year to all of you on this list.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From pkennedy at tmcpl.org Wed Dec 29 16:18:18 2010
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Wed, 29 Dec 2010 16:18:18 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Lincoln Funeral Train Passengers
References: <AANLkTim1V-2ZfH4ob1ihu9rki3FxqN6orkvh9mP5LEiv@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <B3133B45D0DD1E44B3A214D73FD6B2618E06@tmcpl-

dc01.office.tmcpl.lib.oh.us>
Good Afternoon,
One who is an authority on the train is Scott D. Trostel, a local author and a
friend of mine here in Ohio. He wrote the only book on the Lincoln Funeral Train,
so I would not be suprised if he could supply something for you.
Please check

http://canteenbooks.com/index.htm

Also, if you would like to contact me at the email below, I can check to see if
Scott would allow me to give out his personal email to you.
Patrick
Patrick D. Kennedy, Archivist
Troy-Miami County Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio
45373
(937) 335-4082
pkennedy at tmcpl.org

Greetings Genealibbers,
Does anyone know whether a list would have been kept of a reported 300 passengers
who left Washington DC on Lincoln's funeral train? I'm skeptical and would have
thought passengers might have changed over time as the train retraced the inaugural
route over a 13-day period -- but stranger lists have existed so I wanted to ask
for your help.
A local researcher is trying to track down a story in her family ... regarding an
ancestor who indeed was a Union soldier in the Civil War. I'm going to suggest she
check the local newspapers of the time.
I've found later newspaper stories about various engineers, conductors and other
crew on the train during its travel to Illinois. I would have expected the
occasional story in local newspapers at the time about someone being a passenger at
some point during the trip, but nothing relevant came up in a variety of searches
in newspaper and other databases -- not even of any "important" people on the
train. Maybe I'm not using the right words ...
Suggestions welcome. Thanks.
Charlotte
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist, Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street, Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812-522-3412 x256 / Fax 812-522-5456
Email: csellers at myjclibrary.org
Web: www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory
<http://www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory> "I don't understand why you can't just
teach us history instead of always harping on the past." -- Galinda in Wicked

<http://www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory> ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From csellers at myjclibrary.org Wed Dec 29 23:04:55 2010
From: csellers at myjclibrary.org (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Wed, 29 Dec 2010 23:04:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Lincoln Funeral Train Passengers
In-Reply-To: <AANLkTim1V-2ZfH4ob1ihu9rki3FxqN6orkvh9mP5LEiv@mail.gmail.com>
References: <AANLkTim1V-2ZfH4ob1ihu9rki3FxqN6orkvh9mP5LEiv@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <AANLkTinmqxmZF4JcOiroY+3pxaOGG6v--E4Q0jTnpP_a@mail.gmail.com>
Genealibbers, you are fantastic! Not only have I received some very useful
leads on passenger list possibilities, I have been reminded of another local
story along the same line as the original I posted earlier today. Thank you!
Happy new year, all!
Charlotte
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Charlotte Sellers
Local History Specialist, Jackson County Public Library
303 West 2nd Street, Seymour IN 47274
Voice 812-522-3412 x256 / Fax 812-522-5456
Email: csellers at myjclibrary.org
Web: www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory
<http://www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory>"I don't understand why you can't
just teach us history instead of always harping on the past." -- Galinda in
*Wicked*
<http://www.myjclibrary.org/localhistory>
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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